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In Hostage Chess Game

Reagan To Begin
NotifyingCabinet
Picks Next Week

U.S. Officials
Map Next Move

S

By MARKS.SMITH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( API — Amid confusion over who now controls the
American hostages, U.S. officials are
mapping their next move in the
diplomatic chess game with Iran over
its demands for breaking the long
stalemate.
Iran's most recent step was to seek,
via three Algerian intermediaries, a
clarification of the first American
response to the four conditions set by
the Iranian Parliament on Nov. 2.
The Algerians spent Wednesday and
Thursday at the State Department,
describing for U.S. officials the type of
clarifications Iran wants. On Friday,
two of the three returned to Algiers and
the third, Algeria's ambassador to
Washington,remained.
"The next step is for us to work on the
requested clarifications," State
Department spokesman John Trattner
— said Friday."I think it will be several
days" before the United States can formulate a response.
The demands include a pledge by the
United States of non-intervention in
Iran's affairs, release of more than $8
billion in Iranian assets frozen by President Carter, return of the wealth of the
late Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
and dismissmal of all legal claims
against Iran.
Administration officials have said it
may not be possible under U.S. law to
meet the last two demands, and it is
assumed that this assertion was the
basis of Iran's request for elaboration.
Meanwhile, an Iranian official
visiting London said the hostages — 49

First Week Of
Bullish Burley
Tobacco Sales Ends
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — The first
week of a bullish 1980 burley tobacco
sales season was completed Friday
with receipts pushing over the $100
million mark after only four sessions.
A total ,of $127,280,268 was paid for .
76,678,601 pounds of burley during the
first week of sales, with the average per
hundredweight jumping to $165.99 —
some $20 higher than last season.
On Friday, 19,779,277 pounds of leaf
sold for $32,846,165, an average of
$166.06. That was up 3 cents from
Wednesday's average.
Mayfield sold 135,094 pounds of
burley for $226,101, a Friday high of
$167.37 per hundredweight. Only seven
of 29 markets recorded averages under
$166, with Hopkinsville's $164.95 the
lowest.
The market reopens Monday.

of whom have been held by revolutionary followers of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini since Nov. 4, 1979— were "in
the process" of being handed over to
Iran's government. The other three
have been held at the Iranian Foreign
Ministry since the embassy takeover.
The official, Mehdi Nawab, chargt
d'affaires for Iran's embassy in Bonn
also told reporters that "suitable acconunodation" was being sought for the
hostages.
But one of the militants at the embassy in Tehran, reached by telephone
from Beirut, told The Associated Press
no hostages had yet been transferred.
And in Washington, State Department
officials said they had no knowledge of
the captives' status.
"We have made inquiries through
diplomatic channels," said Trattner,
but "we have no information on the
whereabouts of the hostages, or that the
student militants have relinquished
control of them."
Trattner said any transfer of control
would be a positive step. But he added,
"We're not anxious about the control."

BLOOD BANK DONATION — The Murray Lion's Club presented a $1,500
donation to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for the purchase of a
deep freezer for the blood bank. The primary purpose for the deep freezer
will be to store plasma. The minus 85-degree (centigrade) will increase the
shelf-life of the plasma, which is needed by the hospital to combat massive
bleeding, clotting problems and other emergency difficulties of surgery
patients, Dr. Hal Houston said. Houston said there has been a great need in
the area to have additional plasma supplies on hand due to the recent
growth of the number of physicians and operations performed. In several
cases, plasma can be given to a patient to help clot blood so a transfusion
can be avoided, Houston said. He added fewer transfusions would result in
a decreasing number of transfusion reactions and cases of hepatitis. The
freezer can hold up to 200 units of plasma. Houston (right) and David
Walker, chief medical technologist,(left) accepted the check from Groover
Parker, Lion's Club president. The donation was made in memory of Bryan
Tolley, a member of the club since its beginning, who died recently.

Southern California Firefighters
Finally Contain Panorama Fire
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. (AP) —
After a week's battle culminating in an
airdrop of thousands of gallons of fire
retardant,firefighters finally contained
the vast Panorama fire here, the worst
in a series of blazes that has scorched
80,000 acres in southern California.
The next step is to control or essentially extinguish the fire, and officials
hoped that could be done today.
Before the blaze was contained or
surrounded
Friday, evening,.
firefighters suffered a temporary set-back when capricious Winds reversed
the flames, threatening the community _
of Devore Heights for a third time. The
winds, sometimes gusting up to 100
mph,have been a major obstacle in battling the fires, which broke out Monday.
Frantic homeowners stood armed
with garden hoses as a wall of flame
swept toward Devore Heights,spraying
their roofs and dousing flying embers to
keep the fire from spreading.
"The winds shifted suddenly and sent
a wall of flame rushing toward houses
in Devore Heights. It reached right into
the lawns of some homes," said U.S. Forest Service spokeswoman Joy
Albin.
The efforts paid off; only four sheds
were lost on the edge of the community
Friday.

In Washington, meanwhile, President
Carter declared disaster areas in the
foi/r counties hardest hit by fire — Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San
Bernardino.
In all, there have been 10 fires in six
counties since Monday. By Friday,four
of the blazes were out. The 10 fires have
destroyed or or damaged 310 homes and
claimed four lives.
. The damage from this week's fires
and others in Southern California since
Nov. 15 was estimated by the office of
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. at $64.8
million. A total of 106,000 acres has been
burned, the governor's office said.
The 23,280-acre Panorama fire, blamed on arson, charred 271 homes, claimed four lives and caused 2,194 injuries,
all but 36 classified as minor.
The fire was contained at 6 p.m. PST,
according to Bill Johnson, a spokesman
for the U.S. Forest Service.
The situation also looked promising
at the 29,000-acre Indian fire in eastern
Orange County, as erratic winds died
down and the fire's march through the
sparsely populated canyons slowed
significantly.
In Modjeska Canyon, residents
returned to their homes after the fire.
which destroyed seven structures and

Muskie Embarks On Several Trips
By MARK S. SMITH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — Only a few
weeks before he leaves office,
Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie is
embarking on a busy series of
diplomatic and political forays that
belies his lame-duck status.
Muskie was traveling to Mexico City
today for a weekend round of talks that
is billed as a broad-scale review of the
two countries' relationship.
When he returns to Washington early
next week, Muskie will meet with Egyptian Vice President Hosni Mobarak to
discuss Mideast regional security and
Palestinian autonomy.

Then, with hardly a moment's pause,
he launches a domestic speaking tour
that includes stops in Manhattan, Kan.,
San Francisco and Los Angeles. The
following week, it's off to Europe for the
winter meeting of NATO's foreign
'ministers in Brussels.
Muskie, it seems, has no intention of
lying low until the new administration
takes over.
In Mexico, Muskie and Ambassadorat-large Robert Kreuger, the State
Department's coordinator for Mexican
affairs, are discussing the workings of a
joint commission set up to review
energy, trade, migration and other
matters.
"The secretary and the.Mexican I of.
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ficials) will discuss the working of that
consultative mechanism and they will
b:sue a status report about it," State
Department spokesman John Trattner
said Friday. He added: "They will
discuss the obvious range of interests
between the two countries."
Energy has surged to the fore of U.S.Mexican concerns. Because of its newfound deposits, Mexico has become an
important producer of both crude oil
and natural gas.
In the past four years, Mexican production of crude has increased to 2.3
million barrels a day. Only the United
States, Saudi Arabia and the Soviet
Union produce more.
Even though Mexico sells 80 percent
of its crude oil to the United States, the
energy marriage has been anything but
easy. Rather, it has been marked by
acrimonious disputes over price and
production.
"There are those (in Mexico) who
would view the United States as sort of
having a straw with which we would
like to suck their soda dry," Kreuger
said in an interview this week. "I think
there is no validity to that notion,"
• Kreuger went on to say Mexico does
not believe it is as dependent on
American markets as the numbers
might indicate.
"Mexico has led us to believe that the
percentage of oil we get from Mexico
will decline, although it could be the
volumes will remain much the same,"
he said.
But disputes over energy and undocumented aliens should not overshadow the generally positive nature of
U.S.-Mexican relations, Kreuger said,
noting that more people legally cross
the Mexican-American border each day
than any other border in the world.

damaged 57 others, was reported 60
percent contained and 10 percent controlled.
A fire is considered contained when it
is encircled with a fire line. It is controlled when it is snuffed out except for
hotspots. To prevent blazes from
spreading, firefighters set backfires to
clear vegetation so that when the blaze
reaches that area it has nothing to feed
on. Firebreaks, created when
..bulldozers remove veg_tation, accomplish the same purpose.
Elsewhere:
—The 2,355-acre Sycamore fire, burning about five miles east of the
Panorama fire in San Bernardino County, was fully controlled after destroying
only one house.
—The Summit fire, in the rugged hills
north of Rancho Cucamonga, about 10
miles west of San Bernardino, was fully
contained, with control expected early
Sunday. The fire blackened 3,300 acres
of brush and destroyed one home.
—The Lakeland fire in southwest
Riverside County was contained, with
full control expected today. It has charred 6,400 acres of countryside, injured
six firefigtgers and destroyed one guest
house, 11 sheds and several tractors
and other vehicles.
—The Thunder fire on Mount Baldy
held steady at 12,000 acres.
—The Lockwood fire, which consumed 8,000 acres in the Los Padres National Forest in Ventura County, was
half contained Friday.

By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (API — Ronald
Reagan, undaunted by rejections from
early favorites William Simon and
George Shultz, says he probably will
begin notifying those he has selected for
his Cabinet sometime next week.
Returning to his Pacific Palisades
home here Friday after a Thanksgiving
holiday at his secluded ranch, the
president-elect said he has "some firm
leanings in certain directions" for
Cabinet positions. But he maintained he
is keeping an open mind and is "willing
to hear cases that anyone wants to
make for others."
Reagan confirmed that Simon, a
former treasury secretary who was
considered the chief contender for the
same past in the Reagan administration, had withdrawn from the running.
And Reagan said he understood that
Shultz, also a onetime treasury
secretary and labor secretary in the
Nixon administration, felt the same
way. Shultz reportedly was on the list of
candidates for secretary of state. ,
Nevertheless, Reagan said hEslid not
believe the two rejections foreAladowed difficulty in convincing former officials in the Republican administrations of Gerald R. Ford and Richard M.
Nixon to return to .government. Nor,
Reagan added, does he want such officials to completely fill the main positions in his administration.
"I think that what you ought to seek is
kind of a healthy mix which is what I
did before here (as governor of California )," he told reporters after arriving
at the Santa Monica Airport. "No, I
don't think we are going to have problems.'
The Washington Post ,reported today
that the elimination of Shultz and Simon
leaves retired Gen. Alexander M. Haig
as the most likely choice for secretary
of state and long-time Reagan confidant Caspar Weinberger as HA frontrunner for treasury secretary.
Weinberger was secretary of health.,
education and welfare uncler Nixon.
Asked whether he would be calling
those he has selected' this weekend,
Reagan responded: "If not over the
weekend, probably next week I will be
talking to some people." Later, asked
outside a Beverly Hills barbershop
whether he had called any prospective
Cabinet appointees yet, Reagan
replied: ''Nope."
_
There was no indication when
Reagan would announce his choices.
Once he does, CBS News reported
Friday, Reagan will ask the Senate to
hold confirmation hearings on the
Cabinet choices before he takes office
Jan. 20. The report said the idea was
proposed by Sen. Howard Baker, R.
Tenn., who will become Senate majority leader in January, so the new
Cabinet can begin work immediately

after the inauguration.
Reagan said he called Simon Wednesday "because a message had been
delivered to me that he did not want to
be considered for any post in the
government. I wanted to hear it from
him directly. He confirmed that."
In an interview Friday on WCBS
radio in New York, Simon said: "I
spent over four years in Washington in
the Nixon-Ford administrations, and I
couldn't uproot my faguly for the third
time in eight year. to return to
Washington."
He added, "Public service has
become so unattractive,indeed ugly, by
really a combination of factors — the
press, the conflict of interest laws, the
`ethics in government' business — that
it seems that anybody who has any expertise in any subject is deemed to have
a conflict if he is put in an allied activity
in Washington."
Reagan said he had not spoken directly to Shultz, "but I have been told by
people close to him that he feels that
way -- that hen had his experience
there — and I can understand that. But
I will check with him because he's been
most helpful, as has Bill Simon."
The president-elect would not say if
Simon and Shultz had been his No. 1
choices for the respective posts, but he
praised both men.
Simon, he said,"was very definitely
a prospect in my mind for a post." And
Shultz "certainly was under considerbbon for several positions: But I have
• been hearing fOr some time that he
feels that he doesn't want this."

Thanksgiving Death
Toll Continues To
Climb In Bad Weather
By The Associated Press .
The nation's Thanksgiving death toli
continued to climb Friday as scattered
snow glazed highways over the upper
Mississippi Valley and across the Great
Lakes region and the Ohio Valley.
Much of the northern Atlantic
Seaboard and New England had snow
mixed with rain and sleet, and showers
fell over southern Florida.
Near the midway point of the fourday weekend, the death toll rose from
123 early in the day to 195 by 10 p.m.
EST. The National- Safety Council has
estimated that between 500 and 600 people could be killed in traffic accidents
over the holiday weekend, which began
at 6 p.m. Wednesday and continues to
midnight Sunday.
Last year, there were 466 deaths over
the Thanksgiving holiday. The worst
death toll came in 1968, when 764 people
were killed in Thanksgiving weekend
accidents.

'A Christmas Carol' Touring
Company To Perform In Murray
One critic described the new musical
production of "A Christmas Carol" as a
"delightful and spirited Christmas time
machine that takes us back to relive the
charm of Christmas of the 1800's."
The national touring company of "A
Christmas Carol" will bring their
lavish production to Murray on
December 8 for an 8:15 p.m. performance in Lovett Auditorium on the
campus of Murray State University.
The performance is being sponsored by
the Murray Civic Music Association.

large family and was constantly hound- A ray or Paducah Community Concert
ed by the need to earn money to support
Associations, or with a Murray State
University student identification card.
. them. "A Christmas Carol" was written as a statement of Dickens'
In addition. 100 limited memberships
will be available on a first come basis
philosophy, including his belief in the
brotherhood of man and the necessity
for non-season niembers who don't
for good will in human conduct.
want to miss this special yuletide pr()• Of the story, Dickens wrote, "I have
cluction. They will be available at the
endeavored in this Ghostly little tale to
door, or can be obtained in advance by
raise the Ghost of an idea. May it haunt
writing the Murray Civic Music
their houses pleasantly."
Association at 1010 Westgate Drive.
Admission to the production is by
Murray, Ky. 42071. The cost will be $15
season membership in either the-Murfor adults and $7.50 for students.

The production comes complete with
elegant costumes, a cast of 30 actors
and singers, a stage set that re-creates
a London street scene of the 1840's, and
special effects which include a 16-foot
ghost and a bed that mysteriously
careens from one side of the stage to the
other.
The story involves the misadventures
of Ebeneezer Scrooge, history's most
beloved miser, and the family of Bob
CratchiC Scrooge's impoverished assistant. Much of the tragedy of the story
centers on the fate of Tiny Tim, ('ratchit's crippled young son. In this production, music alternates with the
dialogue resulting in what one critic
called an "unforgettable holiday experience for the whole family." .
"A Christmas Carol" was authored
by Charles Dickens in 1843, when he
,was at the height of his career. Living
in London, at thirty-one, he headed a

'A Christmas Carol'
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Community Happenings Listed
Saturday, Nov.29
'Thanksgiving potluck supgey vAll be held at 6 p.m. at the
*with Pleasant Grove United
Ittethociist Church followed by
tile
United
Methodist
men's Bazaar.
,<
::Square and round dancing
Pin be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
ifibodmen of the World Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Anon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kenglary Livestock and ExposiHin Center.
da Stevens, pianist, will
perform in the lounge of Lake
BArkley State Resort Park at 8
p.m.

Sunday, Nov.30
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Eagles At
I,BL at 1 p.m. and Feeding
and Sheltering Winter Birds
from 2:30 to 4 p.m., both at
Center Station. Center Station,
Empire Point, and The
Homeplace-1850 will close today for the winter. Group
reservations and calendar
programs will continue at
Center Station through Dec. 4.
Normal operations will
resume at all three facilities
on March 1, 1981.
Monday,Dec. I
Chapter M of the PEO will
meet at the home of Miss Ann
Herron at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
Gerald Budder will be assistant hostess.

5th ANNIVERSARY SALE

Missions Breakfast of
Memorial Baptist Church will
be at 8:30 a.m. at Granny's
Porch.
Murray-Calloway Camera
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. in the Education
Building of First Christian
Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

20 TO 50% OFF

•

Monday,Dee. 1
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church WMU will meet at the
church at 7 p.m. for a book
study taught by larue Turner.

tif\

7he SteP oeadder
p.IN/

Hours: 9-9 Until(hristmds

Tuesday, Dec.2
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at 2
p.m. with Mrs. Estelle
McDougal with Mrs. Jewel
Jones and Mrs. Gladys Valentine as cohostesses. Dr. David
Douglas Center and Hazel Roos will give the program
Center will be open from 10 and Mrs. Mary Parks
the
a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by devotion.
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at Douglas at 12 noon and at
Gladys Williamson Group of
Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church

Week Of Prayer program by
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.

Ninety Four - East
Studio-Gallery
Ph: 502-759-1025
P.O. Box 967
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Bea Walker Group of First
Baptist Church will meet with
Mrs. Wayne Halley at 7:30
p.m.

Original Paintings
Gift-Givers Choices
Large Collectables

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
t•-•

.

Sure ComesIn
Mandy at
CHRISTMAS
TIME

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church building at
7 p.m.

Having a completed Christmas CInb
is like having your own personal.
'red Santa tucked away for the

/
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

holidays, You can each any

ISVA

desired amount you want

tecuss'tt'

at Yuletime by depositing

•2 pieces of fish fillet
creamy coleslaw
crisp french fries
•2 Southern style
hush puppies
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One-Day Heart Clinic
Set For Indigent Adults
A one-day heart clinic for
medically indigent adult patients will be held in the
Graves County Health Department, Mayfield, on Friday,
December 12.
The clinic will be conducted
by physicans from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine.
Sponsored by American
Heart Association - gentucky
Affiliate, Inc., the Bureau for
Health Services, the University of Louisville Medical
School, and the County Health
Departments, the clinic provides a diagnostic service for
each patient, along with
recommendations for treatment and management of the
case. Opportunity will also be
provided for the physican
referring the patient to consult
with the clinician regarding
his patient, and no patient will
be admitted without a written
referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by American Heart Associa-
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Now Open

Esther Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at 6 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Baptist Young Women of Order of the Rainbow for Girls
First Baptist Church will meet will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
at 7 p.m. in the church parlor. hall.

Murray State Wind
Ensemble will present a concert at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.

MURRAY

OPEN SUNDAYS
FROM 1-5 P.M. NOW
,.
MiSSIOPS potluck lunch of,
TILL CHRISTMAS
Memorial Baptist Church will
0
'4
'
1
-'40
be at 11:30 a.m. at the church.

will meet.at 6:30 p.m. at the
Youth Prayer Breakfast will church and go on the van to
be held at 7:30 a.m. at the the home of Susie Scott for the
Fellowship Hall of the First week of prayer program. ,
Baptist Church.
Lydian Sunday School Class
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Bethany Sunday School
Church and their husbands
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at the Boston tea
will meet at 12 noon at the
Party for a Christmas.party.
Fellowship Hall of the church.

the new parish house at 12
. noon. For free baby sitting
service call 753-7886.

The Cherry Branch

Tuesday,Dec. 2
Christmas craft bazaar,
sponsored by the Housing Progranuning Council, will be at7
p.m. in the Hart Hall Coffee
House, Murray State.
I

Retired Teachers of
Calloway County will have a
dinner meeting at the
Calloway High School
cafeteria at6 p.m.

Murray Optimist Club will
Tuesday, Dec. 2
Kappa Department of Mur- meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Executive Board of the Mur- ray Woman's Club will have Tea Party.
ray Woman's Club will meet its
annual Children's
at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. Christmas Party at 6:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
at the club house.
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforRacers
Murray State Lady
mation call 753-5995 or 435will play Southern Illinois at 7
Delta Department of Mur- 4385.
p.m. in the Racer Arena.
ray Woman's Club will meet
Seniors Citizens Centers will
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
be open as follows: Hazel and
Women's Guild of St. Leo's Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
Catholic Church will have a
Christmas potluck luncheon at p.m.; Douglas at 9:30 a.m.

Holiday Chipper
Special

PA
=.-

AgiV,4*rdi

OW,

interest earning club

tion - Kentucky Affiliate, Inc.,
and the Bureau for Health Services. Clinic personnel as well
as space and equipment will
be provided by the Graves
County Health Department,
the Bureau for Health Services and American Heart
Association - Kentucky Affiliate, Inc.
The clinic will serve patients from Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and McCracken Counties.
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HANNAN'S

P.O. Box 925•208 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, Ky, 42001 •

$2000°

ACCORDING TO WRIGHT

WANTED
Used Jewelry & other gold & silver items, marked or
unmarked — Regardless of condition.

REED & BARTON GORHAM TOW/LE KIRK
WALLACE,

DENTAL GOLD

MEN'S LARGE
CLASS OR LODGE
RINGS

STERLING PIECES

HOURS:
SAT. 9 AM TO 6 PM
SUN. 9 AM TO 5 PM
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Your individual
Horoscope

Your Individual
Horoscope

FraKes Drake

Fr aRces Drake
FOR MONDAY,DECEMBER 1, 1901
What kind of day will tomor- put in shape. Still, it's a good
row be? To find out what the opportunity! Roll tip your
SCORPIO
stars say, read the forecast sleeves!
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
LEO
The social whirl requires given for your birth Sign.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
tact and diplomacy. Don't ARIES
Keep long range goals in
become anti-social at a party. ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
If you'll overlook minor dif- view and overlook minor difA new friend will prove
ferences, you'll have a splen- ficulties. Creative powers are
stuatilating.
did opportunity to improve running strong.
SAGITI'ARIUS
close ties. These may be of a VIRGO
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 41
0
nature.
(Aug. 23 toSept. 221
Separate fact from fiction in permanent
You'll have a chance to imcareer matters. Confidential TAURUS
to May 20)
prove your finances now, but
attitude aids you in all your ( Apr. 20
Job hunters meet with luck, you have to be willing to work
activities. Be discreet.
but seize the moment. Despite hard. Don't fuss over small
CAPRICORN
minor difficulties, it's a good details.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
work pro- LIBRA
Not everyone you meet will time to launch new
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
be to your liking. Be gracious jects.
An opportunity drops into
with strangers. Travel brings GEMINI
May 21 to June 201
your lap, but you have to be
both ups and downs. Expect
Don't let sex be the issue willing to follow through.
some delays.
that keeps you from obtaining Don't be indecisive. Act in
AQUARIUS
true harmony with one you your own best interests.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
the SCORPIO
You may have to try more care about. Go out for
Oct. 23 to Nov.21) ni/eV
than one party about a loan or evening!
Be willing to stay behindfavor. The p.m. could bring an CANCER
the-scenes, and you'll meet
unexpected solution to a (June 21 to July221
may
hunters
Apartment
with luck. Opportunity comes
career-related problem.
find a place that needs work to from off the beaten track.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
At times things will get
sticky with close ties. Your
best bet is to do something different. Expand your horizons.
YOU BORN TODAY may
have a talent for writing. A
gifted communicator„ you'd
make a fine spokesman for a
cause. Both creative and
adventurous, you're liable to
experiment before settling on
a career. Despite a versatile
nature, at times you can be
fixed in ideas. You have a
strong will and would make a
good government leader. You
have selling ability, but are
more attracted to the arts and
pursuits.
intellectual
Teaching, advertising,
publishing, music, painting,
law and psychology are other
fields in which you'd find happiness. Birthdate of: Mark
Twain, writer; Winston Churchill, gov't leader; and Abbie
Hoffman, writer.

FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 30, 1980
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

East
7
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ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erdrA
There's work to be done, yet
you're prone to escapism. You
may hear of an offbeat job
proposal. Utilize common
sense now.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
It's an off-and-on day for
romantic prospects and entertainment plans. The p.m. is
your best bet for a happy
outing.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20(
Problems on the home front
tax your ingenuity, but you'll
come up with workable solutions. Catch up with unfinished projects.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Watch out for unreliable information. This may pertain
to travel directions or talks
with others. Evening brings a
happy surprise.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You could be careless in the
handling of money. Watch
your wallet, and keep track of
valuables. Day favors home
life.
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VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) T1P
Creative projects go well,
but you'll have to cope with interruptions. A family member
may let you down, but be
understanding.

personal
ry tor the
each any
you want

)osding a
neek into

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I
A day for catching up with
neglected tasks. Take care of
those odcLs and ends. Get sufficient rest. Be ready for
monetary luck.
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Building a
strong business
is no accident.

I FOR
iHIP!

So don't let an accident destroy It.
Your successful business could be wiped out in a
single day. How? By losing a large lawsuit not cow-erect by your basic business insurance.
/Etna's Commercial Umbrella Policy is the ans‘ver. It provides million dollar liability protection—
and more. And because Commercial Umbrella
coverage applies only when your existing coverage
is exhausted, the cost is surprisingly low.
You can't prevent every loss, but you can prevent
the loss of your business. Give us a call. Well
recommend the Umbrella coverage that's right
for you.

60.4•041.0061.19.9$

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...

KING-LANDOLT
L
;
IT

INSURANCE
O ANCEENTER
MURRAY

ph. 753_8355

David King-Gene Landolt-Adele Kupchella
The 4 Ina Casualty and 5urty Company•The Standard Erre Insurer,e Company
Pr,, adomotsie Insurance Company ci Neatord Connecta.

I'S LARGE
OR LODGE
RINGS
1000

aA m130 ARDEN

No Down Payment
No Finance Charge
12 Months To Repay
Now Thru Sunday, December 7th
• Clothes For Christmas
• Toys
• Appliances
• Sporting Goods

•

is

EXAMPLES
Appliances
Clothes

PERFORMING
ARTS SFRIES

Toys

1980 81 SEASON
THE TRADITIONAL HOLIDAY BALLET,

Subtotal

"THE NUTCRACKER"
,

Finance Charge

Performed by

Ballet Metropolitan

Annual % Rate

Friday, December 5, at 8 p.m. Tilghman Auditorium

TIckets avadahlt. at r/re Crty County Arts Council, PCC Communal,
Service Office, 442-6131, ext. 13, or by mail. Season tickets are a
bargain Student. .110, Adult, $15, Patron, $35; Family. Patron.f 100

Mail to: FOCUS
Paducah Community College
P0. Box 1380
The Nutcracker
Paducah, KY. 42001
Ticket

Price: $10
Name

•

COPY AVAILABLE

•

Total
. •
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. .

127°°
s60°°
s286°°
00°°
00°°
s14°°
s300°°
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Payable On 12 Months
At'25 Per Month
'100" Minimum Purchase
1300" Maximum Purchase
No Interest
No Down Payment
12 Months to Pay
With Approved Credit

tot •
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4
4
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Cost of Financing is Included In The
Regular Price Of The Merchandise'

#1144,1.
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Make Your Own`Selection—Now Thru Sunday

Phone
•(Please enclose sell-eddressed, sremped envelope with marl orderl

Tax

$9900

•k

Buy Now - Pay Later Sale

Make checks payable to FOCUS

Address

I on Duty

S

visa' ligs 14..0046g. it-fitsIttro.VOill Al,look

THE
LILLIAN LOWRY

41 S.
RAY, KY.
1-S986

a ,hristn

Shop Big K - Make Your Selection

PADUCAH COMMUNITY COLLEGE PRESENTS

vg on!

C

Hosting Housden in her fan bock
choir she won at last week's open
house.

Just In Time For Christmas

_

or

AN Brass /
1 4 ott

BUY NOW - PAY LATER
SALE!!

t

NO TO WEIGHT

WATCH FOR
SUNDAY SPECIALS
This Sunday

Or Pick Up Your Layaway Conveniently-Any Item In Stock You Name It!

4 Ins CasuallyC Surety Company ol ninon

$2000°

Congratulates
Hastings Housden
and invites
everyone to
select from our
large selection of
Christmas Gifts

Big K's fantastic

e road to

holiday'

YOU BORN TODAY are
highly creative, but need selfdiscipline to make the most of
your abilities. You are independent and inclined to
scatter your energies or to
become involved in too many
projects.

1041300
CAARDEN

Now Thru Sunday

wee iret1
way yet

Izatk for financial gain
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov 22 to Dec 21 )
eeliki
P
A very special day for you!
You're popular and friends
are quite helpful. Show others
...your seriousness of purpose.
Be thankful!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. ntoJan. 191 Vtl4f
A career opening for you
that is in keeping with your
long range goals. Downplay
ego and be ready to cooperate
with-authority.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20to Feb. 18,
--Luck in connection with
travel, education and legal
matters. Day favors social life
and cultural activities.
PISCES
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XCef
A good time to deal with
bankers. Perhaps you should
seek credit. Day may bring a
career opportunity, but
d
fiogur
ubes.
le-check facts and

mitt

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

1414
( oldwate,
Road
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Today In History
By The Associated !roes
Today is Saturday„Nov: 29, the 334th
day of 1980. Thow.giv 32 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:*-'
On Nov. 29, 1760, the French surrendered Detroit to the British at the
end of the French and Indian War.
On this date:
In 1825, the first Italian opera
presented in the United States,
Rossini's "Barber of Seville," opened
in New York.
In 1945, the monarchy was abolished
.n Yugoslavia.
In 1963, President Lyndon Johnson
named a commission headed by Earl
Warren to investigate the assassination
of President John Kennedy.
Ten years ago: Soviet Conmumist
Party chief Leonid Brezhnev denounced U.S. air raids against North Vietnam'
as "banditry."
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford stopped in Alaska en route to
China.
One year ago: The United States filed
suit against Iran in the International
Court of Justice as President Carter
tried to use legal channels to win the
release of the American bostages.
Today's birthdays: Skier Suzanne
Chaffe is 34 years old. Artist James
Rosenquist is 47. Writer Willie Morris is
46.
Thought for Today: Rest is for the
dead — Thomas Carlyle, Scottish
writer (1795-1881).

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
James C. Hart, Jr., son of Dr. and
Mrs. James C. Hart,Sr., of Murray, has
been selected for flight training leaditig
to designation of naval aviator in the
NavaeAviation Program office of the
Memphis Naval Air Reserve Training
Unit.
Deaths reported include Robert D.
Bucy, 71, Mrs. Clarence A. Morgan, 79,
Fred Carbon Yandell, 80, and Mrs.
Lillian Dixon Henderson, 57.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Watson of Murray Route 2, near Kirksey, celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary with
a family dinner at their home on Nov.
21.

The Rev. Dr. Billy Grey Hurt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn H. Hurt of Murray, has been named as pastor of the
Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah.
He is now pastor of the First Baptist
Church,Independence, Mo.
Members of the Murray-Calloway
County Shrine Club, together with their
families, numbering about 100 persons,
attended the Rizpah Temple Shrine
Fall Ceremonial held in Madisonville.
Dave Ford and Chuck Cantrell of
Murray State University have bee named to the Ohio Valley Conference AllStar football team.

20 Years Ago
One standing ovation after another
was given the 1960 Murray High School
football team and coaches in. the
assembly at school yesterday. Student
Council President Kelly Bennett opened
the program honoring the winning
team. .
- Deaths reported include Elmer
Richerson,74.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis was
guest speaker at the Young Peoples
Organizational meeting of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau held at the
assembly room of the County Extension

-Offiee„.Billy Smith, group chairman,
presided.
Mildred Hatcher, assistant professor
of English at Murray State College, attended the golden anniversary convention of the National Council of Teachers
of English held at Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Mable Gargus and Mrs. Cletus
Hubbs will direct the program for the
Week of Prayer for Foreign Missions at
the Flint Baptist Church.
Thurman Furniture will give away a
Ford Falcon on Dec. 24.

30 Years Ago
Lion Leslie Putnam directed a
musical program at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. R. I.. Cooper is
club president.
Deaths reported include Donald
Scott.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan Lawrerice on Nov. 22,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Owen Futrell on
Nov. 22, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Bramley on Nov. 23, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Geurin on Nov.23.
"A Young Man's Fancy" will be the
,play to be presented by the Junior Class
of Murray High School on'Nov. 30 with
Wilma Lovins as director. Cast
members are Edward Overbey, Norma
Atkins, Julian Mayer, Nancy Sammons, Jane Perry. Rachel Blalock,

Buddy Vance, Buddy Shackelford,
Wanda Diuguid, Don Fuqua, James
Mason Churchill, Don Marine, Joan
Love, Will Mac Jones, Betty Wiggins,
Gerald McCord, Frankie Shroat, Ann
Rhodes,and Gloria Moss.
Mrs. F. D. Mellen, Mrs. Harry
Hawkins, Mrs. G. B. Woods, Mrs. Mary
Brown, Mrs. David Gowans, Mrs. Orval
Austin, Mrs. Jack Belote, Mrs. B. F.
Scherffiu.s, and Miss Henna Senter of
the College Presbyterian Church attended the meeting of the Western
Presbyterian Society held at Mayfield.
"Mr. iiiri'l-rirS..tainett Jones have
trimmed their white house in brown.
Makes it look twice as big," from the
column, "Seen dr Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.

40 'tears Ago
. Hal Mathis, 24, native of Dexter, was
the volunteer selected to fill Calloway's
quota at one man for the local draft and
was given a grand sendoff by prorni.__Hent county leaders on Nov:26.
The poll of the Western District of
Dark-Fired and Air-Cured tobacco, as
well as burley leaf growers, showed an
:Overwhelming majority in this county
:tor control and limitation of the number
of acres of tobacco a farmer may grow.
Deaths reported this week include
:Mrs. Clemmie Calhoun, Mrs. L. M.
(Mettle ) Overbey, Mrs. Minnie Outland
Houston, 71, William J. Bailey, 77, and
Billy Dwain Vick, 29 days.
The Murray Fire Department has
taken over the task of repairing, mending, and painting toys which will be
distributed to underprivileged children
of Murray and Calloway County at
Christmas, according to Fire Chief
Hughes.
A. H. Kopperucl, local attorney, has
been appointed to the Local Advisory
Board of the state of Kentucky concerning the draft.
Marriages announced this week include Ann Lee Farley to Carl Ferrara
on Nov. 23; Betty Lou Jennings to Cecil

Farris on Nov. 23; Wilma Alice Gardner to Dwight Bernard Pace on Oct. 5;
Ruth Harmon to Roy Edison Hughes on
Nov. 23; Modelle Roberts to Macon
Rickman on Nov.23.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson on
Nov. 26.
Elected as officers of the WMU of the
Blood River Baptist Association at a
meeting held at the First Baptist Church, Murray, were Mrs. Ragan
McDaniel, Mrs. Allen Wells, and Miss
Wilma Hartsfield.
Billy Fair, captain of the Murray
High School football team, was chosen
as a member of the squad of the
Western All-Stars and will probably
start in the game at Lexington on Nov.
30.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
lost to Western by the score of 6 to 0 in a
football game on Nov. 23.
Sugar is listed as 45 cents for 10
pounds in the ad for Kroger this week.
''Seven Sinners" starring Marlene
Dietrich, John Wayne, and Broderick
Crawford is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.

50 Years Ago
Several loads of tobacco have already
been received at the two local loose leaf
floors for the opening sale of the 1930
crop which will be held on Dec. 3.
Floors are Farmers with T. P. Farmer
as manager and Outland's with A. G.
Outland as manager.
Deaths reported this week include
James Oury Miller, infant son, William
F. Spiceland, James Lee Wilson, 42,
and Hubert Hicks.
Twenty new telephones will be installed at different buildings at Murray
State Teachers College within the next
k40 to 45 days, according to R. E.
Broach, business manager for the college, and 0. Brown, manager of the
local office of Southern Bell Telephone
Company.
The November term of Calloway Circuit Court was concluded here,on Nov.
24 when Judge Ira D. Smith signed final
orders and left for his home in
Hopkinsville.
More than 2,000 persons gathered in
the auditorium of Murray State
Teachers College to hear the debate
between N. G. Oatridge and A. E.
Holdsworth of Cambridge, England,
and Forrest C. Pogue, Jr., and Clay
Copeland of Murray State on the subject, -Resolved that emergence of
woman from the home is a regrettable
feature of modern life." The
Englishmen said it was the largest
crowd on hand of any of their debates in
the United States.
Santa Claus Helpers in Murray are
busy again this year. Contributions
have already begun to come in to help

the needy families at Christmas.
Marriages announced this week include Treva Billington to Edd Holland
on Nov. 16 and Georgia Mae Phipps to
Joe W. Houston on Nov. 21.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ray on Nov.
20, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Roberts
on Nov. 25, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Barber Edwards on Nov. 22, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Royal Morris on Nov.
17.
Claude Hazelwood of Calloway County won third prize in the 1930 District
Tobacco Show at Paducah.
The Rev. R. H. Pigue has retired
after 48 years of service as a minister of
the Methodist Church, and is now
residing on his Calloway County farm.
In high school basketball Lynn Grove
beat Almo and Faxon beat Hazel. High
team scorers were Pogue for Lynn
Grove, Graham for Almo, McDaniel for
Faxon,and Whitnell for Hazel.
M. L. Whitnell, Murray Postmaster,
.urges the public to mail their cards and
packages early for Christmas.

Bible Thought
Glory to God In the highest, and on
earth peace, good will toward men." —
Lake 2:14.
All through the ages the song ot.the
angels has been true. Jesus the Christ
has brough peace to all those who hag
placed their faith and trust in Him and
have followed His precepts.

Humanely Speaking

Setting Dish On The Floor
I don't know what the local health
department authorities would say
(they'd probably frown( but we have
the kind of family that sets a table dish,
sometimes, that contains a choice
morsel or a sauce that can be licked by
a tiny tongue, on the floor for our
Siamese, Punkin, or our Persian,
Ginger Cookie. Last night it was a baking dish with the remnants of lasagna —
frozen, I'll admit, not the delicious
casserole my friend Agnes makes from
scratch.
Punkin discovered a crust he couldn't
pry loose, even with his foot, arid
Macon, feeling sorry for him, helped
him out with a fork. Ginger Cookie immediately saw a bonanza, and promptly took the morsel away, without any
protest from Punkin, who merely walked away resignedly. It is ever thus, at
our house. These two "dumb" animals
exhibit more caring, sharing, and
devotion to each other than could be expected by anyone who has not had two
pets who were also devoted friends.
There may be people who have
wondered about introducing a new pet
into their home with one who has "owned" it and them for a long time. This
column is devoted to ways of absorbing
more than one animal into a family. Actually, most pets need more companionship than a human can provide.
After all, in some homes family
members are absent almost all day.
But centuries of domestication have not
erased the ability of a cat or dog to get
along with, even enjoy, the company of
another animal, after they make some
slight adjustments.
It is easier, perhaps, to get a puppy
and a kitten at approximately the same
time. They'll probably become pals
almost immediately, and friends for
life. But an older cat or dog can accept
a younger animal, if you are careful to
assure the older one that he is not giv-

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
In ancient Greece, it was customary
for men to consult the priestess or
oracle at the shrine of Delphi before important undertakings.
Plutarch (46-120 AD), the famous
biographer of even more famous
Greeks and Romans, reports that the
conqueror of the Mediterranean world,
Alexander the Great (356-323 BC), was
not one to take no for an answer when
he consulted the oracle.
Before one of his wars, he sent
messengers to the oracle to get a
prediction on the outcome. When the
priestess sent back word that it was
"one of the forbidden days" on which
"it was considered improper to give
any answer:"
he went up himself, and began to
draw her by force into the temple, until tired and overcome with
his importunity, "My son," she
said,"thou art invincible."
Plutarch reports that Alexander,
upon hearing this, "declared he had
received the answer he wished for, and
that it was needless to consult the god
any further."
Mu'iray
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ing up his claim on your affection, or on
his territory. The new pet should not be
allowed to invade his sleeping quarters
or his food dish, but should be given his
own. Both adult cats and dogs often
show unusual tolerance for the antics of
puppies and kittens.
It is a bit more difficult to mix dogs or
cats of the same age, but even this is not
impossible. You would, of course, want
te be sure that both animals have the
necessary innoculations, to avoid
spreading disease, because in all probability they will soon elect to share
everything — including sleeping
quarters and food dishes!
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It's been a while since I lived on that
farm
bAween
Coldwater and
Backusburg but I still remember getting off the schoolbus to see a collie dog
named Ring and a white alley cat named Kitty waiting for me. Every day at
quarter to four they walked a long way
to the bus stop so they'd be sure and be
there when I got home. Then the three
of us strolled home together. So don't
tell me dogs and cats can't be friends!
You can find a friend for your pet, if you
already have one animal, at the
Calloway County Animal Shelter, 103
East Sycamore Extended,759-4141. You
will "double your pleasure, double your
fun"!

Ili). John Chan If

The Buck Has Stopped
NEW YORK (AP( — After more than
a decade of failing to face up to inflation, Americans may have arrived at a
critical turning point. And it isn't so
much a result of admonitions as of
recognizing reality.
The reality is that the buck has stopPed•
It now appears that large numbers of
people are learning, bitterly perhaps,
the difference between the illusion of
economic progress and the reality of an
economy stalled in its tracks and even
slipping back.
Early in the life of inflation it can provide many advantages to certain
groups: companies can report higher
sales without selling more goods, for
example, and workers may feel flush
with cash.
The borrower too feels power over
events, knowing that repayments are
made in cheaper dollars. And
homeowners may become ecstatic as
they see the value of their tract houses
rising as fast as the price of gold.
The warnings begin, but aren't heeded. Everyone knows that inflation
might be bad for the country, but the
correction begins with the other guy.
Meanwhile, inflation remains
something to exploit, if you can.
The establishment admonitions grow
harsh. Just a few days ago Harold
Williams, Securities and Exchange
Commision head, urged patriotc
Americans to commit a once "unAmerican" act: cut living standards.
The financial evangelists then arise,
preaching repentance before the day of
judgment, which we are told will mean
chaos in the streets and a collapse of
most prices except those of precious
metals and food.
And the next stage? Well, it seems, it
might already be here. All the warnings
and threats might have been ignored,
but there is no ignoring the evidence
now presented to Americans: A decline
in real earnings.
With inflation subtracted, the Labor
Department announced,the earnings of
families with at least one wage earner
fell 4.2 percent during the past year.
That dictates a lower living standard.
Taxes, meanwhile, have been rising,
since the Internal Revenue Service insists illusion is reality. It persists in
elevating taxpayers into higher tax
brackets -- and taxing them on what
they never earned.
The Tax Foundation has the figures.
"U.S. median family income is higher
than ever — $19,950 in 1980, compared
to $9,750 a decade ago," it states. And
then adds:
after-tax
"However,
income
measured in constant 1970 dollars is
lowes than it was in any year of the last
decade — $7,976 in 1980 compared to
$8,412 in 1970."
. Interest rates are rising too, and doing so with such speed that allabut the •
most essential loans are being ruled out
by would-be borrowers or would-be

lenders. It is becoming impossible to
get money with which to live beyond

your income. And when possible, it is
unprofitable.

Letter To The Editor

Different Opinion
Letter To The Editor:
I read Mr. Alex Pall's letter on moral
majority which was published
Thursday, November 19 and felt like
some of the 4statements should be
clarified and a different opinion should
be given on the moral majority.
Indeed God may have extended his
providential hand in the recent elections and could have used any means to
which he saw fit to.
Moral majority is not against the
principals of the America way as Mr.
Pall has stated. The clergy has for the
past 200 years of America's existence
been traditionally the mediator of
God's will toward men and therefore we
look to the church to give sacred meaning to man's identity and relationships..
I am not a Baptist but I am supporting moral majority and what it stands
for. It was formed in June 1979 because
as a country we were slowly abandoning the American way. In Pt years
moral majority has four million
members including 72,000 ministers
supporting what it stands for. It is entirely separate. From the Old Time
Gospel Hour which supports Jerry
Falwell ministry. They even have a
separate office in Washington D.C. for
this purpose. Not one penny of money
sent to Old Time Gospel Hour is spent
toward moral majority. If you are or
were a member you should know this as
it is explained very clearly.
Moral majority did not endorse any
candidate, they just stated the issues of
each candidate and what each party
was for, then left it up to the individual
as to how he wanted to vote, they were
responsible for registering about 3
million people who Were unregistered.
I don't know why Dr. Falwell is being
criticized so unless he makes the liberal
politicians uncomfortable by exposing
their track record and believe me you
are going to see more than McGovern,
Bayh and Frank Church being ousted in
1982 or you'll see some liberals get conservative because the people have
spoke as to what their sick and tired of.
There wasn't near the cry of some
when Dr. Martin Luther King involved
the church and state by endorsing candidates or a couple years ago when the
world or national council of churches
was envolved in politics in South Africa
when they sent money to the Rebels
fighting the government and bought
guni with the money and murdered several missionaries. Many denominations support this organization with the
peoples tythes and offerings.

,V tri.gtawe speak of separation of
chu • and state, the government
should
y out of the churches affairs.
Patricia Harris, secretary of Dept. of
Health and Welfare services while
speaking at Princeton N.J. Sept. 23,
1980 said "Any attempt to Christianize
America would be dangerous for
Democracy." She went on to say that
unless conservative Christian concepts
were soundly defeated the gains made
by humanism would have to be won
again.
Now the humanists have found a new
weapon in their war to destroy Christianity in America. Each time the
courts, the congress, or the
bureaucracy invade the moral province
of the church, the issues cease to be
moral and become political. Then,if the
church speaks out against immoral
abuses, the humanists cry out that the
wall separation of church and state is
being breached.
The U.S. Constitution does not include
the words "separation of church and
state." The constitution prohibits the
federal government from limiting free
expression of religion in any way. It
was never intended to silence church
activities in regard to federal government.
• Phillip Rogers
Rt. 1
Almo,Ky.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other ,
opinionated articles on this page are—
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger dr
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the-editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Murray Business News Briefs
Broeringmeyers Are Recognized 1
Doctors Richard Broeringmeyer and Mary Broer-

chiiropractic profession by being selected for inclusion in

hy was abolished
Lyndon Johnson
; headed by Earl
the assassination
nedy.
nriet Communist
rezhnev denouncist North Vietnam
3resident Gerald
iska en route to
Jnited States filed
the International
President Carter
innels to win the
bostages.
: Skier Suzanne
Id. Artist James
n• Willie Morris is
: Rest is for the
arlyle, Scottish

Nrn•ugh. •••0•1

liff

Richard Broeringmeyer

Mary Broeringmeyer

mgmeyer, Murray, has been
awarded recognition for
outstanding service to the

the second edition of Who's
Who In Ohiropractic Interna-

Glenn Mills Appointed
Armco Safety Engineer
A change in the organization
at Armco's Ashland Works
has been announced by D. L.
Coleman, manager.
Glenn P. Mills has been appointed a safety engineer in
the accident prevention and
occupational health department. Mills began his Armco
career in 1977 as an assistant
safety engineer. Later that
year he advanced to associate
safety engineer, his position
until this new promotion.
Mills holds a bachelor's
degree in biology- and -a
master's degree in occupational safety and health, both
from Marshall University.
Mills and his wife Mary Linda live at 1115 Euclid Place in

Huntington, West Virginia.
Mills is the son of Dr. and Mrs.

Frances Walker, assistant
manager of Big K No. 64 in
Murray, recently was appointed by Kuhn's Big K,
Nashville, as associate store
manager to James Tallent,
Murray store manager.

Former Murray Tappan
employees are currently being
surveyed by Murray State
University to determine their
job preferences and job training interests. One of every 10
employees on the April 1980
payroll will be interviewed.
The purpose of the interviews
is to provide information to
the Murray Area Vocational
Education Center and other
vocational schools in the area.
Hopefully, this survey will
result in, job training which
may help unemployed
workers find jobs.
If you are a former Tappan
employee and if you are contacted, you are urged to
cooperate in the survey.
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GRAND OPENING — Owners Nelson and Diane Shroat would like everyoneto come
by the Grand Opening of their new business, Four Seasons Fashions, today. The new
business is located at 1 205 Main and features quality clothing at reasonable prices.
The hours of operation are from 9-6 p.m. daily and 1-6 p.m. on Sundays till Christmas.

Forty years ago, seeking to
eliminate cut-throat compett
tion among retail liquor
dealers in the state, the Kentucky legislature passed a
"fair trade" law that prohibits
those dealers from selling liquor below an established
minimum price.
The law was upheld by the
Kentucky courts in 1942, but it
has been a sore point with
some liquor dealers —
primarily large-volume
dealers — ever.since—. And..

THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was up.
Largest gains: Ashland Oil
(NYSE), to 443
.from 395.;

gest losses: Begley Drug
(OTC), to 10 from 11'2; Kentucky Utilities (NYSE), to
153
.
from IV..

Glenmore(AMEX),to 28 from
253a; Jerrico (OTC), to 2234
from 203.: Vermont American
(AMEX), to 175
.from 16. Big-

How do others
make more profits?
Your CPA knows.
Financial structuring and short and long
range planning are lust a few of many,
services performed by Certified Public
Accountants(CPAs)that can prove
profitable whether you area one-man
operation. partnership. or corporation In
the process of auditing. CPAs scrutinize
your internal control systems. cash flow.
depreciation of assets, securities, inventory valuations, contracts. leases, in
surance, tax reserves, and related information concerning your financial
position and operating results
Certified Public Accountants are
professionals authorized by law to per
form the full range of accounting ser
vices For help in increasing your
profitability consult Michael H Keller
CPA Certified Public Accountants per
form the full range of accounting services

CPA
More than a title, it's a profession

Michael H. Keller
201 S 6th Street

Certified Public Accountant

753-8918

BOOKS ARE READY
OF

Ross Insurance

Bank of Murray

...

'Fair Trade'Law MakesMinimum Price

Latest Government
Figures On Inflation
Show Prices Went Up

WE'LL COVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON All FLANKS.

... „;

'
,
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Call 436-2372
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Frances Walker
Appointed To
Associate Manager

Highway 94 East.
A member of the profession
for 11 years, Mary Broeringmeyer is a graduate of
Logan College of Chiropractic
in St. Louis, Mo. and has maintained a practice in Murray
for the past 11 years located at
Highway 94 East.
First published in 1977, this
second edition of Who's Who
In Chiropractic International
includes those doctors
nominated by a committee
representative of their profession and the editors of this
reference book. The book also
contains a section on the
pioneers - the founders of
chiropractic, a history of the
chiropractic
educational
establishment and details the
educational institutions in this
health discipline.

they've tried to change it
many times.
They may have their best
shot at eliminating the law
during a current attempt
Walker has been with Big K
spearheaded by Taylor Drug
since January 1968. She has
Stores, a Louisville-based
been in management for two
chain. The state Alcoholic
years.
h
Beverage Control Board is
s
She and her husband, J.P.,
considering a direct challenge
live in Murray with their two
to the law initiated by Taylor
children,Shelia and Steve.
Drugs last spring, and a deciWalker is a native of Mursion is expected within the
ray and the daughter of Mr.
next few months.
and Mrs. Charles Rains.
_On March 1, Taylor Drugs
deliberately violated the law
by discounting several liquor
Glenn P. Mills
items. Several other area liquor dealers followed suit.
Marvin Mills of 1516 Martin
Taylor's has admitted the
Chapel Road, Murray.
violation, and clearly took the
step as a means of challenging
,the Kentucky statute.
The ABC Board is; now connear double-digit inflation sidering whether to penalize
By KRISTIN GOFF
( 1978 was '4 percent), it's Taylor's for the violation —
AP Business Writer
worth noting just what high in- which will begin a legal apNEW YORK (AP) — The
story is a familiar one by now. flation can do over a prolong- peals process that the drug
ed period of time.
The latest government figures
chain says it will carry to the
Licensed For
At 10 percent inflation, one U.S. Supreme Court if
on inflation came out this past
dollar
would
be
worth
39
week.
cents necessary — or whether to do
To almost no one's surCommercial Residential
after 10 years, assuming it nothing, which would open the
prise, they showed that prices
earned
no interest.
went up.
door to liquor discounting in
After-20 years, it would be Kentucky and would start
The consumer price index
Murray Ky.
worth 15 cents and after 50 another legal process by those
report showed that the market
years, the dollar would be seeking to uphold the fair
basket of consumer goods
worth just a penny, according trade law.
measured by the Labor
to calculations by Harry
Department cost 1 percent
Similar laws have been
Brandt in the Federal Reserve struck down in other states,
more in October than in
Bank of Atlanta's latest mon- and Kentucky is now one of onSeptember and about 12 perthly Economic Review.
cent more than they did at the
ly four states with a fair trade
While 10 percent inflation law on alcoholic beverages,
start of the year.
annually over the long term according to Phil Mason, a liThe nickel and dime effects
may be unlikely, economists quor dealer and president of
of inflation,, while agare concerned that forces the Jefferson County Dealers
gravating, ac
a familiar
causing the steep accellera- Association.
story by n
that the long
1111...
roght• 1...ragr• 101 in
ner.d.
tion in prices are becoming so
range implications are often
The crux of the current constubbonly fixed in the troversy is a U.S. Supreme
overlooked.
We'kt. gril manOme Par k00
mlmoull.
OIM rid Imsme
,
economy that reducing infla- Court decision on a California
But with 1980 about to mark
wiflaternenk ost and an mdahrm guard
tion becomes extremely dif- law that established minimum
the third consecutive year of
,
“ nu.and 11A•dft
N,4mr ba
ficult.
prices on wines sold in that
One particularly worrisome state. The court struck down
LABELS ON MAKEUP
feature of the economy this that law, and opponents of
Here's a quick guide to some
year was the extent to which Kentucky's fair trade law conof the words on makeup
inflation failed to respond to tend that this establishes the
labels. Hypoallergenic means
the recession. In past business unconstitutionality of KenFEDERAL
the manufacturer has tried to
cycles, as the output of the tucky's law. Supporters of
KEMPER
select
ingredients
not
known
INSURAN(
Kempen.ITIRKIRJTO1
economy drops and demand Kentucky's statute say the two
to cause allergic reactions.
OMPANN
for goods fall off, price and laws are very different.
Dermatologist-tested is no inwage increases also slow.
Both sides in the Kentucky
dication of quality or freedom
That happened only to a controversy have presented
from irritants. Unscented
small extent — if at all — this their arguments to the state
means you won't notice any
year. Consumer rices are ex- ABC Board, and other in210 East Main Street
smell while wearing the propected to be about 12 percent terested parties have been
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
duct bfit it may contain
higher at the end of this year given until Dec. Ito file writDanny Ross, James Ross
fragrance. Fragrance free
than last. They rose 13 percent ten briefs. Ed Farris, distilled
should mean just that — but
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493
in 1979.
spirits administrator for Kencheck the label to be sure.
While other measures of in- tucky and a member of the
flation — the GNP deflator in ABC Board, said no definite
particular — may be more ac- date has been set for a deci(t
;,Vif
7
il
curate measures for sion by the board but that "we
economists to examine, con- will take time to consider the
We at the
sumer prices offer a general information given tons."
look at recent inflation
Agitation to change the law
history.
has accelerated with rapid
The average annual rate of growth of discount liquor
consumer price increase stores in states adjacent to
0
between 1950 and 1965 was less Kentucky. Most recently,
than 2 percent. From 1965 to removal of a fair trade liquor
1973, it averaged about 4.5 per- law in Indiana spurred the
cent. That average increase opening of high-volume liquor
rose to about 9.5 percent in the stores directly across the
last six years, including a 12 river from Louisville, which
I
percent inflation rate in 1974 siphoned off much of
and a 13 percent rate last Louisville's retail liquor
year.
trade. Other border areas in
In
other
business Kentucky have similar proivelopments this past week:
blems.
—The prime lending rate, a
But any change in Kenwidely followed business loan tucky's law will of course be
rate, jumped to 18 percent at effective statewide. That's
one major bank and to 17.75 why most retailers in the state
percent at most others. That — typically, small operations
brought the business loan rate — hope the law is upheld. The
to its highest level since early Kentucky Retail Package Lilast May.
quor Association and the Ken—A senior agriculture tucky Wholesale Liquor
• department economist said Dealers Association support
the department's prediction the law, as do various antithat 1981 will see the biggest liquor or "dry" groups that
rise in food prices in seven: fear liquor discounting will
years could prove too op- lead more people to drink.
timistic if winter weather is
harsh.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

hen possible, it is

tional published in 1980.
The Broeringmeyers joins a
select group of 1,200
chiropractors and educators
who have made valuable contributions to the profession in
the form of research, writing,
lecturing or service with
distinction in responsible executive capacities on boards
of chiropractic associations.
A member of the profession
for 35 years, Richard Broeringmeyer is a graduate of Lincoln College in Indianapolis,
Ind., and Logan College in St.
Louis, Mo., and has maintained a practice in Murray for the
past .11 years located at
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offer our

Congratulations
to

Richard Broeringmeyer
Mary Broeringmeyer
Four Season's Fashions
Frances Walker
Glenn Mills

COPY AVAILABLE
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at the office in the Old Murray Democrat Bldg.

615 Maple Street
From 1:00 to 5:00 P.M.

600 Pages beautifully bound in long-lasting buckram cover.
A gift that will increase in value each year for a hundred
years. Autographed copies available of the

ORIGINAL EDITION
5J5

Per Copy Plus Sales Tax

(Mail and Handling Charges $2.50)
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4.97

Our 14.96, 2:
Our 19.96, 2i
Our 24.96, 2

Your
Choice

Popular Games For Family Fun
Gather the family 'round for an evening of fun with
games You can't go wrong with any of these
Milton Bradley• favorites. Choose Operation, a
game of skill: Battleship,for strategy.
Hangman,Achallenging
744.
word game

Save 2.08-5.08

12.8

6.96

Sale Priced
Mickey Mouse Tic-Toc-Pop!" Fun Clock
Helps teach pre-schooler coordination and
time. Clock ticks and "pops out" numerals.

Deluxe Luggage'
Luchi
'travel cor
clean vinyl. Sturdy,

Misses' sizes

pkg.of
4.9

11.66

S.

STEER

pkg. of 3
3.28

4.8
Soft Stuffed

These plush, I
for the little(
panda
ea

•-1

\- I
pkg. of 3 :1
4.88

'114-311

$15

$24Pair

Misses' Sizes
7.94

Your Choice
Our Reg. 21.94 Save 6.94
Bright Holiday Jacket Dresses
,est'vi 2-piece dresses move through a holiday season with pizazz! Exciting styles in silky
polyester, topped by textured or velvety
velour vest or jacket in acetate/nylon; rich
holiday colors'. Misses' and junior sizes.

Insulated 8" Leather Boots

Boys', Men's Combed Cotton Underwear
Quality' Fine cotton shirts and briefs at stockup sale prices Men's and boys' sizes
Our 6.78-6.97, Men's Tee Shirt'
314.97
Our 5.78, Men's Briefs or Athletic Shirts, 3/4.88
Our 3.78-3.97, Boys' Briefs or Tees
3/3.28
'Round or Vee Neck

Texas Steer' brown boots are insulated for
greater warmth. Steel shank provides support
and long-wearing durability. Padded black
vinyl collar and black oil-resistant sole for contrast and practical wearability. Men's sizes

2E

AFX' 4-v
Set inclur
Blazer, 3

EER321

White Or Beige
Misses'Sizes

11.66

Our Reg. 14.96-15.96
Save 3.30- 4.30
Versatile Twin Sweater Sets
A classic returns! Updated twin sweater sets
complete a total look. Many styles, including
jacquard V-necks, mock-turtleneck sets, more.
Easy-to-care-for acrylic. Shop now!

7.94

Our Reg.9.96
Save 2.02
Stretch Woven Polyester Pants
Neat polyester pants, styled with easy stretch
to give the trim, sleek appearance you like!
Many styles in a variety of fashion colors.
Perfect with our twin sweater, sets. Save!

Underscore Fashion
In Nylon Half Slips
Complement tailored
or cocktail dressing in
lacy slit "no-show"
„style, plus A-line and
flouncy styles, too.

tzmisimeeeminne

-

\\-

8.8

------

-='--. -.;...,__•

-----3)
,.,-i
-<_'•
-•i*__if

1

.66 Special Purchase
"Ladies Furry Mop House Shoes"

In Blue or Beige.
•I..E.D. Time Display
•Snooz-Alarm'
•Power Failure
Indicator

3.28.5.88

Special Purchase

Misses'
P,M,MT,T
1.38

JUUM11/161

$299

Take-with Price
Room-to-room Color Portable TV Set
RCA' XL-100 Roommate' for reliable performance and color". Cabinet with handle. Save!

k(XJAK TELE EICTRA300

Ar
Christi

I Clu •

8.81

Kodak,
=MEI

Queen Size 1.38
Whde 288 Per Store Last

4-ft. Gree

Limit 4 Prs.

Limit 2 Prrs.

Our Reg. 9.96

29.97
Digital Clock Radio
AM/FM radio with silent electronic clock
read-out.- Save now.
•
..

15.97

1.38

AM/FM Portable Radio
AC/DC, with slide rule
tuning. Built-in cord.
Simulated leather case.
•Soitedes not included

Our
Reg
2.28

Control Panty Hose
Sewn-on nylon/ Lycra*
spandex top, nylon leg
Our 2.57 Queen Size,1.38
-DuPont Reg DA

a=21

Our
Reg.
Prs.
78C Pr.
Men's Slack Socks
btretch nylon,'Ribbed
or cable panel. Dark
colors. Fit Sizes 10-11

2 1

27.88
Tele-Ektra' 300 Outfit
110 camera,telephoto
and normal lens. With
110 color print film.

39.88
Ektralite• SOO Outfit
110 camera with automatic Sensaliter"flash.
Plus color print film.

With ;
10-ot.
Cokec'
Breast of Turkey
With whipped patio
toes, gravy, vegetablle
roll, butter. 10-oz. Coke

1.77

ur
88N.ICZ)
1 ed5

Scotch'Magic Tape
Handy dispenser
holds 2 rolls of frosted
tape. /
1
2x800" each

cludes 35 tip!
tripod stand.
CoPyright 19E101,0( re

.Coco-Cola and Coke aro Rog Mit
of It,. Coco Cola Co

THE SAVINIG PLACE

BEST COPY AVAIL

i,
,SALE
r
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Sun.
thru
Tues.
Sale

ajewirterrraWs/Klitnax

MONARCH

18.88.
29.96

18.88
Coa_mc

Our 14.96, 23" Case
Our 19.96, 26" Pullman
Our 24.96, 27" Pullman

12.88
15.88
19.88

Super Electronic Games
At Low Christmas Prices

Fast and furious action for hours of fun and excitement Choose hand-held Head To Head'"
computers for favorite sports action or electronic pinball, football for single or group activity

Save 2.08-5.08

12.88T.19.88
Deluxe Luggage With The Look Of Leather
Luchi In- 'travel companions'fashioned in wipeclean vinyl. Sturdy, comfort-grip handles. Save.

in Clock
)tion and
lumerals.

Tomy' Electronic Pinball Game
18.88
Coleco' Electronic Quarterback'" Football,, 18.88
Coleco" Head To Head'" Electronic Football, 29.96
Coleco' Head To Hood'
. Electronic Hockey..,29.96

29.96
C:110L-IECCIt

COD 8/Car.m
.
para:

1.013

HOLLY HO

44-N.

r

PARKER
G4MES

LMI

BAKE
OVEN

dit..os16

gor

W.11.

.:VIPP!.1":c7C,V3
t4
tsA0t4°P°131

pkg.of
4.9'1

mei .88

5

Each
Soft Stuffed Toys Make Lovable Friends,

12.4

.27Sale Ends Sat

Your Choice
Vehicle Sets To Delight Young Drivers
Choose "Adventure Buggy" withchangeable
tires or "Farm Set" with truck, trailer, animals

Monopoly Game

These plush, fuzzy animals make fun companions
for the little ones. Choose elephant, pig, bear or
panda. . each cuddly and priced for sayings

America's favorite game for
hours of family pleasure

13.88
Holly Hobbie °

Bake oven, pans, mixes, cookbook
Uses lightbulb

Look
'N
\ Love
Dolly'"

14
3oPC5 COMPLETE KITCHEN PLAY SET
Comes Unassembled
In Carton

•new advenlose In model molorold

26.96 $C#1

ri Underwear
Dnefs at stock1 boys sizes
3/4.87
Shirts, 3/4.88
is
3/3.28

AFX'4-wheel Challenge Road Racing Set
Set includes off-road AFX• Jeep CJ7 and Chevy
Blazer, 36" of Flex-Track to bend and bank

4.87

29.88

5.88

Set
Colonial Wooden Table and Chair Set
5-pc. set with 26" round table and 4 chairs
in maple finish. Sturdy real-furniture look

Happy Face"'Complete Kitchen Play Set
Whimsical funny face doors on refrigerator
and sink 30 kitchen pieces in set

Look 'n Love Dollyt" Cuddles and Nods
Life-like head and cuddle movement when
her back is squeezed 14" tall. Baby-soft skin

o iday Sparkle At 13°
-ffMetm-e-

19-55
4 Days Only

Our Reg 1 58

5.97

Price
le TV Set
reliable perforh handle Savel

Holiday Special

2.44

1.07
Garlands

Programmable Timer
Up ro 12 on/off cycles
per 24 hrs Heavy-duty

Tinsel
Choice of mu ticolor
gold, silver, 2-tone

Fringed Tree Skirt
Red or white, contrast
trim Polyester 44"

IN

.5.(7-A

yAext
at!)

Artificial
Christmas Trees

8.88
,

ms With
10-ot
COke'
ost of Turkey
whipped Coi
potia
>, gravy, vegetab E
E
butter 10-oz

.7g

Cola and Coke ore Reg nul,
Coca Colo Co

4-ft. Green Scotch Pine
Pre-assembled tree includes 35 tips and 35 branches. With
tripod stand.

Our Reg. 9.96.

Nt'

)
aC

Straight line

4 Days Only

4.96

..,
cons„,,c,.

Silvery "Icicles"
Pkg. of 18-in strands in
metalized plastic Save.

1.96

Box Of 35

TESTED
PRE

1.96

/11.412-•-•

Set Of 35 Miniature Lights
Indoor/outdoor lights in choice

11;0008 OUTDOOR
MINIATURE
LIT ES

2

Copyright I 980 by It mart* Corporation

Our Reg. 48'

Electric Star Tree Top
Bright beautiful star
will fit all trees 7"

Box Of 5 Bolls
3" Diameter

.33Our Reg. 2.97- Your Choice
Hand-painted Bavarian Tree Ornaments
Trim your tree with heitloom-quality glass ornaments. Sparkling, hand-crafted bells and balls

31

2.17

17" Steel Tree Stand
For trees to 8' Holds 1
gal water Non-tip

ctcrtm ,

DELUXE
Box Of6 Balls
2 34"Diameter

• Ofarn•le/

of
clear or multicolor. Flasher bulb.

;.-R'E.potS'

3.96
Box 01 50

35

INDOOR-OU

TDOOR

3E960ur Reg. 5.88
Set 01 50 Indoor/Outdoor Lights
Clear or multicolored mini lights.

LITES

'
NIrl
'
NeI
.
1
;
A
'. 8Ill.8.1FiriEZItlifjosiN:
I FLASHER

K mart' MERCHANDISE POLICY
We Honor
master charge
......

Our firm intention 15 10 have every odverhsed item in stock on
our shelves If on advertised item is not Cnettalablet tor
purchase due to any unforeseen reason, I( rnart will issue a
Rain Check on request for the merchandise (one Item Of
reasonable tornily quantity) to be purchased at the sale
pnce whenever available or will sell you a comparable
••
reduct • In • e
Is

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Corbin Nabs 16-7 State Championship Win

David HIbbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

The Year
In Sports
The year in sports — 1980 — has reached one of those
junctures when a pause for another propulsion would be
welcomed, although not as much as a trip to Sacramento,
California would have been.
But none of it stops, not for a single minute.
MSU football coach Mike Gottfried and his assistants
are wrapped up like Christmas packages trying to make
sure they do not miss a link in the recruiting wars; Racer
basketball coach Ron Greene readies his team as much as
possible for the season opener at Indiana Monday night;
and on a more distant front, 1980's male tennis rookie of
the year Mel Purcell is back on the tournament trail in
Johannesburg,South Africa.
Even while these more celebrated names are making
tracks, there are just as vital blocks being laid in preparing the Murray and Calloway County high school basketball teams for what could be very delightful, exciting
seasons.
Both have already shown their quickness and explosiveness in preseason meetings with Lone Oak and
Paducah Tilghman, respectively.
At least we can partly leave behind,in the immediacy of
their interest anyway, the trials and tribulations of Division I-AA polls, the stories about the decadent futures of
boxing and professional basketball and the eternal question of "Who is coaching Notre Dame?"
And, by the way, what ever did happen to the Kentucky
and Tennessee football teams? Seems that both had been
plugged to make it a progressive year but instead
floundered to losing records and questions about their
futures.
But, why worry about those trivialities when our attentions can now be turned to that life-renewing game known
as amateur basketball, at its zenith at the college and high
school levels. The time has come for a small confession of
bias toward that sport when it comes to the expectations
for another season.
It's everything from fullcourt presses by the little guys
to the roaring,twisting slam dunks by everyone from Sam
Bowie and Ralph Sampson to whoever can fill the shoes of
Darrell Griffith. My, my,the latter may be more of a loss
to the game than anyone realized.
Now that most of the bases have touched, a couple of
steps should be retraced.
When Greene and Bobby Knight set foot on the same
floor Monday night, the real clash may not come between
the two teams or even between the fierce input by the two
men — it could come instead between their bright red
sports jackets.
All kidding aside, it does present a real treat to
everyone who knows what both these coaches have meant
to each of the teams they have molded.
While not holding out too much for the possibility of getting one of the last two playoff bids, Gottfried has plenty of
other battles, such as luring Mayfield's Marcus Moss
away from Kentucky and beginning to run a ring around
the talent in this part of the state.
Purcell, meanwhile, is in the most simplified of all these
positions. He can just worry about refining his game as he
heads into the next two-to-three years that will determine
his whole future.
It can be such a rambling, breath-taking or just plain
mad, mad world.
Then again, how could it be any other way?

Fort Campbell Winning Streak Ends In Finals
By MICHAEL EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) Marshall Patterson knew the
odds were stacking up against
his Fort Campbell Falcons
after winning 20 consecutive
games.
"Everything was riding
against
us
from
a
psychological standpoint,"
said Patterson. "There was a
lot of pressure on our kids."
The victory streak finally
came to an unhappy ending as
the Falcons fell 16-7 to Corbin
in the Kentucky high school
Class AA football championship game Friday afternoon.
In other championship
games played Friday at
Fairgrounds Stadium,
Rossellville blanked Bellevue
16-0 in Class A and FranklinSimpson topped Conner 16-0 in
Class AAA.
Paducah Tilghman meets
Louisville Trinity in the Class
AAAA final at 7:30 p.m. EST
tonight at Fairgrounds
Stadium.
Richie Grigsby rushed for
two touchdowns to lead Carbin, 10-3, to the upset victory
over top-ranked Fort Campbell.
Besides snapping Fort
Campbell's winning streak,
the Redhounds also stopped
the Falcons' bid for a third
straight state title. Fort
Campbell won the Class A title
in 1978 and, after changing
classes, took the AA crown
last season.
"I told the kids to be proud
of what they have accomplished," said Patterson, whose
team closed at 13-1. "A lot of
schools have never made it to
the playoffs so we have
nothing to be ashamed of."
Greg -Taylor, a junior running back, carried the ball 19
times for 120 yards to lead
Corbin's rushers, while Darrell Wallace paced Fort
Campbell with 59 yards on 10

Missouri Was Shown
By Arkansas In Great
Alaska Tournament
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Missouri is called the "Show
Me"state — and the Arkansas
Razorbacks sure showed 'em
in the Great Alaska Shootout
basketball tournament.
Rolling up a 31-point lead in
the first half, the 20th-ranked
Razorbacks went on to an impressive 81-73 decision over
the 11th-rated Missouri Tigers
Friday night in an openinground game matching two of

MSU Rifle Team Wins Match
Murray State University's
rifle team emerged the winner
from a three-way Ohio Valley
Conference
match
last
weekend, scoring 4,560 total
points to beat Western Kentucky University's score of
4,386. East Tennessee State

I

it,
-

placed third.
Individual scorers for Murray State were Mark Delcotta,
a junior from Chicago, 1,139;
Marianne Schweitzer, a
sophomOre from Lancaster,
Pa., 1,147; Scott Lewandowski, a sophomore from

Billings, Mont., 1,121.
The OVC teams competed
Saturday on the Murray State
campus. The Murray State Rifle Team is coached by Sgt. 1st
Class Carl Martin, an instructor in the Department of
Military Science.
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rushes.
It was the second title for
the Redhounds, who won their
first AA title in 1976. Corbin
also was runnerup to Mayfield
in 1977.
Senior quarterback Keb
Barrett passed for 61 yards
and directed a powerful
rushing game in leading
Russellville to its first football
championship.
Russellville scored in the
first quarter when Barrett hit
Kevin Fruits with a four-yard
touchdown pass and Tim
Smith kicked the extra point.
The Panthers increased the
lead to 13-0 with 2:17 remaining in the first half when
senior running back Bernard
Bellamy went 27 yards off left
tackle for the touchdown.
Russellville's final „score
came with four seconds remaining in the half when
Smith kicked a 32-yard field
goal.
Bellevue, 9-5, was led by
junior tailback Mike Sutkamp
with 97 yards on 29 carries.
"I thought the difference in
the game was that they are an
offensive team and we were
able to keep the ball away
from them," said Russellville
Coach Ken Barrett.
A trio of Russellville backs
continually found holes in the
Bellevue line. Bellamy led the
way with 75 yards on 12 carries, followed by Randy Smith
with 69 yards on nine rushes
and David McCormick with 59
yards on II tries.
Russellville, 12-2, compiled
243 yards rushing and 326
yards total offense. Barrett
completed six of his 13 pass attempts.
. Junior tailback DeWayne
Young rushed for 133 yards
and one touchdown to spark
Franklin-Simpson over Conner as the Wildcats successfully defended their Class AAA
football title.
"That's our goal every

year," said Franklin-Simpson
Coach James Matthews. "We
get prepared and try to win
the championhip. We've been
pretty lucky."
Franklin-Simpson, making
its sixth straight appearance

in the playoffs, ended its
season with an 11-3 record.
Conner closed with an identiaal mark.
Young got his touchdown
when he roke free off left
tackle ld raced 35 yards with
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the nation's Top Twenty
teams.
It was one of four first-night
games played • in the Anchorage, Alaska, tournament
as the 1980-81 college basketball season got underway with
a full schedule.
In other action in the
Alaskan tourney, 13th-ranked
North Carolina whipped
Alaska-Anchorage 69-50 and
No. 16 Georgetown dpwned
Nicholls State 80-58.
In a late game, 12th anked
Louisiana State met Colgate.
With the help of their classy
backcourt of U.S. Reed and
Darrell Walker, the Razorbacks broke to a 24-2 advantage over Missouri after just
nine minutes of the first half.
Arkansas led 50-28 at intermission before the Big Eight
Tigers came l)ack behind the
shootirl of Son Sundvold to
cut the Arkansas lead to six
pointasliOrtly before the end.
Walker finished with 21
points for Arkansas while
Reed contributed 17. Ricky
Frazier led Missouri with 22
while Sundvold wound up with
20.
Al Wood and Sam Perkins
combined for 38 points as
North Carolina outlasted
Alaska-Anchorage. The Tar
Heels broke the game open
with 10 straight points midway
through the second half, after
leading only 31-26 at halftime.
Led by Mark Fitt's 13 points,
the Seawolves battled North
Carolina on even terms
through the first 30 minutes,
but Wood and Perkins
dominated play in the second
half. Wood scored 12 of his 18
points and Perkins 14 of his 20
in the last 20 minutes.
Defensive specialist Eric
Smith scored a career-high 22
points as Georgetown beat
Nicholls State. The Hoyas
were too big and too quick for
Nicholls State, making its
debut in Division I of the
NCAA.
Eric "Sleepy" Floyd scored
.Georgetown's first four points
and six of the Hoyas' first
eight enroute to an 18-point
night. Mike Hancock added 16
for Georgetown.

goal.
Rafferty scored FranklinSimpson's final touchdown
with only 19 seconds left in the
game when he picked off a
pass by Conner's Jim Dorton
and ran 38 yards for the score.

5:35 left in the opening period.
Dan Rafferty kicked the extra
point.
Franklin-Simpson increased
its lead to 10-0 with 11:11 remaiming in the first half when
Rafferty kicked a 33-yard field

Army
Holy
long I
Morga
Papal
Tessa
Venn

All Brands,

$1888

25%

Off
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College
Scores

Prep
Scores

NFL
Standings

EAST
Army 75, RPI 64
Hoti (rue 99, Yak 69
1,0015 I4MX1 HU, Pran 73
Mun/al St. 59. CCNY 58
Puri SL 101, Ur3111.10 68
Texas A&M 66. Maine 57
Vennont &I, N Adair. si 64
Villanova 90, Merrimack 61
SOUIII
Alabama 03. N Iowa 66
Autern-Mongoinery 68, Xavier 64
liethuneCodanan 100. Florida AilcM W
Lentaiar) 92, Coll it the Ovens 79
',W.W.I 92. Watford 60
Honda ST 57. Cent Ilona 41
Georgia SI. 74, Cleat Valle) 60
Grumbling 74, Southall U 67
Marshall 74, Charleston 54
Mao Lust 86. Navy 64
Pane 73, Soithern Tech 69
W.Caralma 88. Guinea Tech 77
WaistonSalan a. 75, Bane is. 71
MIDWEST'
Creightin 92, WisSuperior 59
I oyola, 111 113, 1.0111S 64
Northwestern 76, III.42r Chile 61
Wichita Sl. 101, Abilene Christian 60
Wyoming 62, Netraska 59, OT
SIJUTHWINT
Baylor 76, ST.Edwards 71
Ilona. 112, Tex. Abil Si
Houston Baptist 78, Southwestern 59
Sataheastern 91, Gulf Co.i. Hapt.t 88,
(IT
SW Texas a at, Waylaid Baptist 54
Texas-El Paso 74, Angelo St 42
Texas Tech 66, Elent4ailahana 56
Tulsa 88, Cent. Oklahoma a 66
Westmont 53, Texas ariMan 52
FAR Mall'
Arizona 101. Cal St-Hayward 69
linghan Yourig 80, Wasiwigton 70
Cal-Davis 65. Cal Poiy-Pumuna 58
Colorado 77, New Mean 65
Denver 6.3„ N. Color-ado 53
Fresno St. 55, All' Forie 40
lionzaga 106, Carroll 64
Montana 74, W.Wastunglan 55
Montana R. 86. St Cloud 66 62
Nevada-las Vegas 78, Pan-Amencan 52
7S Amami 84, Duane 72
PortlLuid 100, Fullerton St. fd
Redlands 82, Cal. latheran 78, 2 OT
Rohs 67, Santa Fe 63
ST Mary's 96, Slanislaus 3. 79
San FIIIDCMCO 78, Grand Canon. 63
San Franasco SI, 119, CalSanta Out

Is
rty scored Franklinn's final touchdown
ly 19 seconds left in the
when he picked off a
, Conner's Jim Dorton
. 38 yards for the score.

Prices Good
Nov. 29Dec. 3

5188

1
1

San Jose St. 74, Sonoma A. 44.
Southern Cal 77. Idaho SL 68
Utah St. 78, 73. Martin's 47
Washington a 63, Seatie Pacihc 58
EXHIBITIONS
Athletes in Action 72, Long Beach a 65
TOURNAMFNI'S
Great Alaskan Sheotaut
First Band
Arkansas 81. Niosson 72
N Camara 3, Ala -Anchorage 50
Georgetown 80, Nicholls Slate 58
EPTAY Tourney
Ftra Ruud
(101E3 32, Cornell 64
I'airfield 79, Rice .72
lapin& Memorial
First Bawd
Penn 68, Weber St. 56
St.Jotafs, NY 67, James Madlain 58
Midsf.ith Classic
First Rand
69, Mailphts A. 67
Tulane 108. Oldahon. City 87
Spartan(Ulan Classic
First Ruud
Cent Michigan al, Detroit 70
Miclugan St 89, W Michigan 77
Virginia Ilpolf
tarn Rand
Virginia 64, Badmen 45
Va.Cc' imminwealth 44, Lafayette 40
WarL Tipoff
First Rand
78, Lodi Haven 77, 3 OT
Wash & Ire 79, Thomas 76
Weady's OmskFirst Rama
Vanderbilt 92, Iona 56
.•
W Kentalsy 73, S. Carolina 08

toculars
aCt 28
k $19.99

1 488

1. $12.99

h TIMM ranks
Boys
Allem Ca IA, Tomplonsvilk 37
Belfry 79, Morn 2.38- 56
Betsy lapse 75, Millard 49
Breattutt Co It Lee Ca 57
- &Ca (Si.66, luszaville 49
Casey Co 72, Eubank 44
Cawood 84, Wetaer Co 76
Curnbertwal Ca 13, Wayne Ca 80
Derrimg 61, Tolltora 59
Elliott Co 57, Universty Brisaunridge
54
Grayson Co. 97, Wei Hardin 64
Greenup Co 69, Reclaimed 66
Harlan 34, Evaits 59
Harrod:Mimi ilk Burgin 65
Hazard 62, Dike Chinta 58 •
lairel Co. 74, Burnsde 50
lex Bryan Station 93, Owingtan Holy
Cam 54
67, Prenturabirg 55
Menace Co. 84, Lewis Co 60
Mercer Co. 74, Lincoln Co 70
Ohio Cu 66, Mdean Co 59
Sheldon Clark 74, Johnson Central 60
Simon Kenton 79, Erlanger St Henry 61
West Hopkins 73, Providence 40
Wolfe Co. 90, Powell Co 57
Tarounenta
Boyd Cu Invitatkoal
Clumpiesithip
Virgie 92, Boyd Ca 89
Said M.Tim
Cackle Co. 65. Lone (3417 52
Girls
Allen Co. 70, Tomplansulle 49
Brealutt Co82. Lee Ca 18
Casey Ca 42, Etta* 29
Fordsville 59, Buller Co. 46
Harlan 84, Everts 59
Lou than 65, Lou Pb Ridge Fkirk 34
Lou Presentation 77, St. Mary's, Md. 34
Lou Southern 58. Lou Durrett 39
Mercer Co 74, lascoln Co. 70
Ohio CO 77, McLean Co 27
Co. 56, Wolfe Co. 40
Wayne Co 56, Cumberland Co 51
Tarnaments
Boyd Cu Invitation&
Quimplosablp
Russell 47, Boyd Co. 42
ICBM Central Invitetkaa
Allen Central 56, Leslie Co. 47
Knott Central 6'7, Flernmg-Nerm 63
St. Mary's is,.
Carlisle Ca 65, Lone Oak 57

Sports
In Brief
TENNIS
MILAN r AP) - Italian veteran
Adriano Panetta upset Jimmy Connors
6-3, 4-6, 6-2 in the round-robin $120,000
Brooklyn Masters Tournament.
In other action, Gene Mayer routed
Harold Solomon 6-1. 6-4. and Vitas
Gerulaitis downed France's Yanruck
Noah 6-3, 7-6.
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa r AP I
-- Argentinian Guillermo Vitas easily
beat Thomas Koch of Brazil 6-2, 6-2 in a
rairunterrupted match during the opening round of the SAB Open.
In other action, Fritz Buehning upset
Andrew Patttson of Zimbabwe 6-2, 6-0,
Bob Lutz beat Marcos Hoviiar of Brazil
6-3'4-4, Kim Warwick of Australia took
Sherwood Stewart 6-4, 2-6, 6-4; Paul
McNamee of Australia beat New
Zealand's army Parun 7-6, 76, and
Israel's Shlomo Glickstein ousted South
Africa's Eddie Edwards 6-2,6-3.
MEL.BOURNE
i AP)
Ltechoslovakia's liana Mandlikova beat
Romania's Virginia Ruzici 6-1, 3-6, 6-4;
while Mona Jausovic of Yugoslavia topped Candy Reynolds 4-6, 6-3, 6-3 to reach
the semifinals of the 8200,000 Australian
Open.
In other action, Martina NavratIlova
rallied to defeat South Africa's Greer
Stevens 4-6,6-1, 7-6, and Wendy Turnbull
beat Pam Shaver 3-6, 6-3,6-2
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NBA
Standings
F.astern Ouderence
AtianUr Divisko
W
I
pa.
phdadelph.
22
3
SOD
Buten
15
6
714
New York
14
8
06
Washington
9 14
VI
New Jerky
9 15
.275
Central Division
Milwaukee
19
5
792
iwbaiia
13 11
542
Margo
9 14
391
Atlanta
8 15
348
Cleveland
8 17
221)
Detroit
7 17
Va
Western Conference
Midwest Division
San Antonio
8
16
667
Utah
13 10
565
liouston
10 12
455
Denver
10 13
435
Kansas CIty
10 15
400
Dallas
3 13
125
Pacific Division
Phoenix
3)
4
SD
Las Angeles
17
7
706
Golden State
13
9
591
Swink
10 14
417
San Diego
9 16
303
PorPand
7 17
8/2
Friday's Games
Philadelphia 116, Portland 133
Banton 120, New York 106
Cleveland 126 Washmiton 105
New Jersey 122, Utah 95
Detroit 104, Kansas (18- 94
Denver 119, Dallas 1)7
Houston 124, San Antaruo 115
Milwaukee 113, Atlanta 106, OT
Pth3EMX 102, ChltIMU 101
San Diego 93 Seattle 92

GB
5
6'1
12
12sx

MIDDLE SCHOOL GIRLS - Members of the Calloway County Middle School girls'
basketball team include(from left, first row)Lamb, manager; Lamb, manager; Amberly
Moss, manager; Teresa Story, manager; Leanna Key; Anita Hill; Kelly Jamason; Terry
Malcom; Sherry Gallimore; Lisa Hopper; Rhonda Lee;(second row) Darnell, manager;
Debbie Key, manager; Debbie Dietz; Leigh Ann Lockhart; Jill Thornton; Amy Bryan;
Angie Reeder; Tracey Eldridge; Tammy Miller, manager; Ashley Miller; Peter
O'Rourke, coach;(third row)Jennifer Hardin; Dana Crick; and Susan Henry, manager.

MIDDLE SCHOOL TEAM - Members of the Calloway County Middle School boys'
basketball team include (from left, front row) Greg Baker, manager; Rodney Tibbets,
manager; Mark Waldrop; J.W. Foster; John Kelso; Robby Stephens, manager;
(back
row) David Lamb; Joe Dale Curd; John Mark Potts; Ricky Boggess; Brad Skinner:
Frank
Wise; Glenn Brandon; Todd Contri; and Burch Kinsolving, coach.
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/
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MURRAY)
G1RLS TEAM - Front row (left to right) managers
Alesia Murphy, Jennifer
Kurz; sefiond row, manager Gina Herndon, Debbie
Roos, Ginger Stalls, Kelly Cathey,
Kim Greene, Lesley Thompson, Denise Randolf,
Mel Jackson; back row, Michelle
Hounshell, Shelly Howell, Sabrina Smith, coach Betty
Jackson, Sheri Swift, Mary Grasty,
Diana Ridley, Ann Harcourt, Yvonne Jones, Lisa
Shoemaker.
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Limited (Ownership Duration) Warranty. Warranteed
as long as you own your car
Details in store.

Mon., Tues., Wed,
Sale Price
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Sale Price
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.i.

Save $12

1. Replace front brake
pads
2 True rotors

Bel-Air Center
753-7695
Murray, Ky
Friday Nite Till 8:00

M.D. Shocks Installed
Heavy-duty./
1
2"shaft
For many U. S„cars

60 month Battery
Maintenance free.
For many U.S. made
cars and light trucks.

Computer Balance
Each Tire, 1.97 ea.
SIM

3 Inspect calipers

Front Only. For many
U S. cars. It's service
you can trust.

Self

I 41

25.88

1.77

E0A:ISEIMILI111 1.92
E78x14 mm 30.88 2 1 2
IMMO MIWM FEU
G78.15 malwuji 2.38
H78x14 anLaurel
E0A;ISCITEI3EllIA ,60
H713‘15 3E3 36.88 Em
Our Reg 29 88

Disc Brake special

WIG

EMI3728

Additional parts arid services
which may be needed ore ar
extra cost

Sale Price

• Inwenni OW,
• • MotimO Onit

21.88

A78x 13
Plus F.E T
Each
4-ply Polyester Cord Blackwall
With 7 multisiped tread ribs, "78" series tread
design Affordable AU tires r!us P P T pact,
Mounting Included. No Trade-in Required.
Whitewalls 288 more each

snalkunc

Installation Available

Easy Installation
SK69227

e

Save $7

..„. Insulation .•
...Can Cut Home Energy ...
Consumption By Up To 30%
::.
%

r

110,-

!II Set

1 888

0/
/0 Off
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With the proper amount of insulation in your attic you'll be
able to save energy ... and
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$99

money on fuel bills tool

Murray Electric ,
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3EST COPY AVAILABLE

10725
Out Reg. 128.88

AMRA Cassette Stereo
Pre-set push-button
cassette with fast forward/eject switch.

Our 44 88-49 88

39.96

PI

3-way Speakers
Choice of 5/
1
4" or 6x9"
fine high-key fidelity, f11range speakers.

Our Reg. 19.88

Our Reg 6 88

Our Reg 11 88

12.88

4.97

8.96

Our FM Converter
Converts an AM
radio to full-fidelity
FM tuner Compact
12V

Spark Plug Cleaner
Handy plug cleaner
connects to t-V bat
tery. Wi-th gap
gauge

4

Service Center
HoursSun. 12-7
Mon.,Tues., Sat. 9-6
Wed.Thurs. Fri. 9-9

4 Refill hydraulic system
5 Repack inner and outer
bearings
6 Replace front grease
seals
7 Inspect master cylinder
8 Inspect rear lining for
wear

6.96 E. 54.88 38.88

Single unit systems excluded

4
...
..

..

16.96

14.D. Muffler installed
Double-wrapped.
For many U.S. cars
and light trucks.

'
MonM Cr..
toplocomont•
Mk • 11411. Month
0000000 Ashottmont
Worrnnty-

Installed - with Exchange
On Sale Thru Dec.6
Our Reg 66 88
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I orced to reconcentrate irk
refocus. It's going to be a difficult assignent, but Oregoil
State is on our schedule and
the game has to be played.
-There's a lot of motivation
from my standpoint. I'd love
to win nine games. The real
challenge is whether I can get
the players to respond. I look
back on our season and see
where we had every opportunity to be 10-0 at this point.
Most people thought we'd be
fortunate to be 5-5,.so none of
US should be unhappy with our
8-2 record."
UCLA is one of just eight
members of The Associated
Press Top Twenty in action as
the college football season
winds down. After this
weekend, the only games left
will be the nationally televised
Florida-Florida State and
Notre Dame-Southern Cal contests Dec.6.
In the weekend's only pairing of Top Twenty teams,fourthranked Pitt held off No. 5
Penn State 14-9 Friday as Rick
Trocano passed 16 yards to
Benjie Pryor for one
touchdown and scored the
clincher on a 9-yard run.
Saturday's key game finds
No. 1-rated Georgia, bidding
for its first perfect regular
season in 34 years, hosting
Georgia Tech,a 1-8-1 team but
whose stunning 3-3 tie against
Notre Dame has the Fighting
Irish in second place nationally.

6
9's
10's
110.
12
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By 11ERSCHE I. N ISSE NSON
AP Sports Writer
Nationally ranked UCLA
and winless Oregon State wind
up their seasons Saturday
night...and Sunday afternoon,.against each other.
It won't be one of those
"two-day" Texas AteMHouston deals which started
late one Saturday night and
ended in the wee hours of Sunday morning.
The reason for this time difference is that the game is the
fourth annual Mirage Bowl to
be played in Tokyo's Olympic
Stadium. Kickoff is scheduled
for 1:30 p.m. Sunday, which
translates into 8:30 p.m..PST
Saturday.
Originally scheduled as the
season opener Sept. 6 in Corvallis, Ore., it now finds UCLA
ranked 14th in the nation with
an 8-2 record while Oregon
State is 0-10.
"Oregon State has
everything to gain and nothing
to lose," says UCLA Coach
Terry Donahue, whose team is
on probation and ineligible for
postseason play. "For us,
there's not a lot to gain but
everything to lose. It's going
to be hard getting our kids up
for Oregon State.
"We're coming off our biggest win of the season (20-17
over Southern California).
Traditionally, our game with
the Trojans has been the last
game of the year. Now we're
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VI
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9 3
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.750 316 188
8 4
New England
SD 3410 SQ
Baltimore
6 6
500 Za s;
Muinu
6 6
500 199
NY Jets
3 9
250
3o2
Ceara
Cleveland
667 273 230
8 4
II 4
Roust.
.6117 233 215
Pittatare
7 5
563 791 255
Ur011OWU
3 9
23 164 SQ
Wea
Oakland
8 4
667 2115 246
8 4
Sim Diego
667 332 2.15
Denver
7 5
531 247 242
KAM.(Sty
6 6
50) 223 1120
4 9
Seattle
SQ
335
Natant Cadereace
Fad
Phdadelpf.
917 3a3 142
11 1
Dallas
10 3
769 3667(1
NY Giants
3 9
750 185 Sr2
66 Louis
3 9
ISO 2(2272
Washington
3 9
250 166 246
Oland
Detroit
7 6
536 213 '211
6 6
Minrmaite
500 'LB 926
5 6
Green Bay
458 261 244
5 8
Mak°
.3135 215 '327
Tampa Bay
4 7
375 214 262
West
Atlanta
9 3 0 .750 323 219
8 4 0 .667 321 235
Las Angeles
San Francois, 4 8 0 SD 238 310
New Orleans
0 12 0 .000 186 366
Sunday's Games
Minna at Pittsbirgh
alaws at New York Giants
Washington at Atlanta
Buffalo at 13altimore
Onannati at Kansas 08Mmatiota at New Orleans
Tampa Bay vs Green Bay at Milwaukee W.
Cleveland at Houston
New England at San Francisco
New York Jets at I. Angeles
Pfidadelph. at San Diego
Moaday's Game
Denver at Oaldand. in

Mirage Bowl Pits UCLA
Against Oregon State

Deluxe Seat Cover
2-tone polyester in 2
or 4-door styles
Selection of colors
•

Our Reg. 42.88

32.88

Automatic Charger
10 amps. Recharge
„ average 12-V bat
tery in, 3-7 hrs. Sbutoff

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Kevin Adams, Murray, took this three point, 75 pound
buck during the youth hunt in LBL.

Robert
Co , Nov 9

took this 126 pound, flue pointer In Graves

On Nov. 18, Terry Rogers, right, shot this 67 pound,
nine inch spike buck. On Nov. 19, Steve Rogers, left, shot
this 13 pound, nine point buck. Both deer were taken In
area 3 of LSE.

Connie Morgan, Murray, took this eight point buck at
Big Sandy Nov 22.

Terry, left, and Jed Workman took this 10 point buck
in area one in 1.111.
Photo by Mary Borrow

WHEN COLD
When furry animals get
cold, they can make their hair
stand up to form a thick, heatresisting layer.

Bill Salentine took this eight point, 140 pound buck in
LIR Nov 18. This was Salentine's second deer of the
year
x-,

hitetail

The winter coat of the
whitetail deer is so well insulated that the animal can
sleep in snow all night without
meltihg it.

The fistung rod is important
to an angler, no doubt. So is
the reel, a sophisticated and
usually expensive piece of
craftsmanship. But without
line these two pieces of equipment are worthless. Line is
the primary link between the
fisherman and his quarry:
hence,it's most important.
The fishing line is the least
expensive part of the angler's
tackle, and unfortunately it's
usually less understood and
more neglected than rods and
reels. Anybody who plunks
down 875 for a baitcasting reel
or 8100 for a hand wrapped
boron rod will usually know
something about 'What he's
buying. But how many
fishermen,from occasional to
professional, really know that
much about that link from rod
to fish? Anglers simply decide
MonofIlament fishing lines are constantly being tested and Improved at the DuPont Comon a particular pound test,
(center) explains
pany's Stren Laboratory in Wilmington, Delaware. Here Dr. John H
purchase it, load their reels
to professional bass fishermen Bo Dowden (left) and Bobby
Stren's tensile strength t
and head out to the lake.
Murray (right).
That's what Stren Universi(Photo by DuPont Comp•ny)
ty is all about. Stren is the
shock
fish,
by
not
but
angler
premium
the
for
trade name
hard strike. Again,Stren lines property, but the desirable
quality monofilament fishing resistant, limp, and so on, ac- are compared to other brands. line is the one with the best
line made by the DuPont Com- cording to the properties
Weights are tied to the lines balance. Also remember that
But producing the "ideal" and dropped free fall from where you gain in one properpany of Wilmington,
is
line
not
possible.
For_eX8MDelaware. Several times a
identical distances. The ones ty; oftentimes you'll lose in
year small groups of writers ple, monofilament could be that break have poorer shock another.
but
unbelievably
strong,
made
and professional fishermen
'
A few quick tips on line use:
loading qualities.
are hosted by the DuPont. in so doing the line would be
The list could go on and on. sunlight over long periods of
Company to a two-day session thick and stiff. Tensile The line business really goes time will break down
on ffylon monofilament line. strength (defined as Buck Rogers. Electron scann: monofilament. Store reels out
The goal of the sessions is to breakload per line diameter) ing microscopes, a maze of of the sun. Monofilament will
educate those attending and could be increased, but shock computers and other space absorb and lose moisture, and
through them the fishing resistance (stretch) be lost. age gadgets are used daily in as it does so, the line's "set"
public about the "vital link." I Therefore,'the best line is the the search for better fishing will change. This is why new
attended Stren University one that has the best balance lines.
line out of the box is often coilrecently, and I came away of properties: -strong, yet
So what's the main point? ed and springy. The first time
yet
limp,
•
resistant;
shock
v
the
with a realization of
First, fishermen who buy you get the line wet, it'll
qualities, testing and innova- abrasion resistant. The major premium monofilament lines, regain its limpness.
companies
monofilament
tion that goes on in the fishing
Normal heat won't affect
as opposed to the cheapies,
line business. I also got a feel- there are five - constantly are getting their money's wor- the .properties of monofilaing for the marketing competi- strive to get a better property th. Good line is still inexpen- ment. White powder coming
tion between major manufac- balance.
sive when compared to the off new line as you spool it onto
Dr. John Hansen is the chief
turers of fish&line.
prices on other articles of a reel has no effect on the line.
of DuPont's Stren laboratory. tackle.
turers of fishing line.
' It doesn't mean the line is
"Nylon's„ plastic .polymer He and full-time assistants
Second, fishermen should "old." Abraised line and imwas invented in 1133. and Bill Tattersall and Bob Good- take time to read more in- properly tied knots are the
patented in 1937. The material man are continuously testing -.depth _articles on fishing line greatest causes of breakoffs.
was first used to make new ideas. In the past 'few -and educate themselves as to Check your line for knicks,
monofilament fishing line in years the trio has developed a the all-important balance of and learn to tie Proper knots.
1939,7 said Sam Waltz, series of devices to simulate properties. The major fishing Stren still. recommends _the'
"registrar" of Stren Universi- conditions to Whibli -fishing line manufacturers may make improved clinch and Palomar
ty and the primary hosyor the line might be subjected. .
certain claims about a single knots for 100% knot strength.
One such test is the one for
eight writers and fishermen in
our group. Waltz said abrasion resistance. One
monofilament was little ac- prime cause of line breakage
cepted or used by the angling in the fishing environment is
public until the early 1950's, abrasion. Lines are rubbed
when the spinning reel made over rocks or coral, around
its debut into the fishing boat dock pilings, over logs
world. Monofilament was and other debris which harbor
typically suited for use with fish. In the process the line is
these reels, and it soon earned frayed, and when a fish hits,
the line breaks.
widespread acceptance.
A couple of years back Stren
DuPont started making the
Stren brand (the name came produced a new abrasion
from a computer) in 1958. To- resistant line (there's a secret
day,fishing line is the only one ingredient), and it was tested
of many nylon mo ofilament on the new abrasion
products(brush bristles, paint simulator. Weighted lines are
brush fibers, etc.) that Du-'-- subjected to continuous chafing by rubbing with sandPont retails.
"All monofilament makers paper...,Stren lines are tested
agree that fishing line has against identical pound test
seven properties," Sam Waltz varieties of other brands to
said, and he named them: make sure the DuPont provisibility, impact resistance, ducts hold up best.
The shock loading testor is
tensile strength, limpness,
lininsy Johnson, Murray, took this five pointer in the New
knot strength, stretch and another example. Shock
area
Concord
the
is
for
loading
term
lab
the
abrasion resistance. The ideal
Photo Courtesy 1149 Moo's
monofilament fishing line impact and pressure put on a
would be easily seen by the line when the fish makes a
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Al's
SIDING
Home Improvement
-Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors
Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms
We cover not only siding - but windows, door casings R.
overhangs.Rt 5 Box 2059

19

FREE ESTIMATES \-•
436— 2802

Ii

k

AX

A be

Murray

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
appy Holiday Travel Inc

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Take 91 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mays post Sooner s Grocery lobe
blacktop into Panorarndand follow blacktop to your right

Telephone 502-436-5483

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-1
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th

4

e

A

AMC Jeep

lf aRK 900 Sycamore
Boow\-753-5142

.111,1

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE
GRAYSON McCUIRE

di)

GI- VI

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Ilwv 641 North

753-6448
r

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 Iii 9
Sunday 1-6

A

1
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1980 Crop Of 4-Wheel Drives
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We have made the rounds
and taken a look or two at the
1981 crop of four wheel drives.
Having spent several days
sorting thru these impressions
and trying to get the total picture more firmly in mind, we
offer a few observations on the
matter.
The lean, clean breed of '81
get good marks in one respect.
They are definitely better
stewards of a gallon of gas.
Some of the new offerings will
stretch one over a distance of
twenty miles or better. That's
almost as good as where we
started back yonder in 1941. At
the rate the engines are
shrinking, it would not surprise me to find a Lawnboy
rope start single cylinder
under the hood soon.
Power wise, you would do
well to not challenge Aunt
Mary's old 64 Impala to a drag

race. These new rigs drive
nice and easy, but you won't
have to worry about getting
your shirt pressed on the seat
back when you floorboard it.
They get with the program in
a sort of laid back fashion - on
the order of a dog. You get
there cheaper, and you get
there slower.
As for simplicity. That is a
word almost extinct in regard
to automobiles. And more
recently, four wheel drives.
Underne4th the hood is total
confusion. A shade tree
mechanic would get ulcers.
Even the simon pure old
Toyota six banger of thirty
years durability looks like a
shelf full of spaghetti fell on it.
We definitely recommend CB
radio's for all the new rigs.
When the thing quits, you'll
just have to call the deadwagon.

Events At LBL

MONDAY,DECEMBER 1
SQUIRREL SEASON
Second segment of the squirrel season opens.
RACCOON AND OPOSSUM SEASON
Raccoon and opossum season opens.
QUAIL,RABBIT,FOX,AND COYOTE SEASON
Quail, rabbit,fox,and coyote season openes.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 5-DECEMBER 6
CHRISTMAS MEDLEY
Come celebrate the holidays in the planetarium with
Christmas stories and carols presented with multi-media
visual effects. 8 p.m., Golden Pond Visitors Center Theater.
Reservations required. Call 502-924-5602, extension 295.
SATURDAY,DECEMBER 6
WILD GAME GOURMET
A demonstration of skinning, butchering, and cooking your
harvest with a few samples of game foods to taste. Noon to 4
p.m., Center Station.

As for durability. The
boilerplate of former years is
gone. We even found one
skidplate made of plastic. The
Saint Bernard undercarriage
is more like a poodle. The ,
bumpers don't even qualify
for a persimmon sapling, let
alone red oak lovetaps. If
these things were shipped in
cardboard boxes, they would
be marked Fragile - Handle
With Care.

Quality? This was a surprise. The ten or twelve I looked at are surely the best
assembled rigs I have seen in
a long, long time. The paint
was good. The doors fit. The
hood fastened securely.
Nothing fell off. Everything
worked. Shades of 1941!
A test drive in one of the
small four wheel drive
pickups was a pleasant surprise. These little critters can
get the job done in the boondocks. They are light enough
to drive over the mud rather
than in it. They are small
enough to dart between trees.
They are geared good enough
to scramble over most of the
hills. Out in the boondocks,
they are just plain fun. It takes
some time to get over the impression you're wearing it, instead of riding in it. After that,
I think you'll like it.
We had a little trouble with
the fake gearshift on the left of
the steering column.
Sometimes it blew the horn.
Sometimes it flashed the
blinkers. Sometime it dimmed

&Johnson
OIJTEBOAFIOS

Darnell Marine Sales

7
8
O
10
11
12
13

DECEMBER
6:57
6:58
11)5111
650
7)110
7:111
7:112
7:02
7:110
7:04
7:04
7:04
7:05
7:00
7:00
7:08
7:07
7:08
7:08
7:08
7:09
7:09
7:10
7:10
7:10
JANUARY
7:10
7:11
7:11
7:11
7:11
7:11
7:11
711
7:11
7:11
7:10
7:10
7:10
7:10
710
7:09
7:09
7)119
7:08
7:88

4:40
4:40
4:40
4:40
4)40
4:41
4:41
4:41
4:41
4:42
4:42
4:42
4:43
143
4:43
4:43
4:44
4:45
4:46
4:46
4:47
4:49
4:49
4:49
4:50

the headlights. Once it tilted
1:
the wheel. And once it washed
li
17
the windshield wipers. It
18
would even mash the gas if
19
you held it just right. Mur- 20
21
phy's law says something this 22
23
important is bad trouble.
24
All in all, the 1981 rigs aren't 25
20
too bad. In some ways they
P.:
are more sensible rigs. In 22
7,
others, the price of progress is
30
noticeable - both in the lack of 31
power and the loss of meat.
1
451
About the price. These 7
4 52
4.53
things definitely need to be 11
4:53
listed under real estate. The $
4:54
4:55
sticker tag needs a bottle of 67
1:56
tranquilizers taped thereon. It 8
4:57
4:58
is outright terrifying! Don't 9
4:59
let mama see it or she'll beat Ils
5:00
5:01
you severely about the head
13
2
5:02
and shoulders for even getting 14
5:03
5:04
close enough to look at one. At 15
to
5:05
the present rate of interest 17
5:06
507
which won't be present long iS
1:
5 ON
the payment book will need fif- ze
5.05
ty pages and both banks may
have to help. Its going to take
a wheelbarrow full of money.
On the other hand, they're
not so very much higher than.by Bob Brewster
those ordinary little suitcar's
mERCRuiSER Out0000 CONSuLrAnt
parked
around
them.
WINTER BOAT COVERS
Somethings got to give.
Sheet plastic is a popular
Highsky price and skyhigh inmaterial for
terest are just too much. boats that are cosiering small
stored outdoors
That's a double whammy.
during winter.
A fellow driving twenty
Here are a few suggestions
thousand miles a year might from the MerCruiser stern
save nearly a thousand drive boathouse crew on how to
gallons of gasoline all right - do a good cover-up job.
Sheet plastic comes in varibut in some cases that won't ous thicknesses and types.
pay the interest on the dif- Some are so thin and tear-prone
that they're worthless for boat
ference.
Take a look at them anyhow. covers.
Also, you don't want the stuff
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
labelled and sold for use as
painters' drop cloths.
Rather, you should go to
-lumber and building supply
houses and look for tougher
sheet plastic intended for covering lumber, temporary enclosures and other more rugged
jobs.
It will cost a little more but
will do the job much better.
Transparent plastic will let
sunlight pass through ancrthis,
of course, can lead to fading of
upholstery in the boat's cockpit.

OATING
TOPICS

DUCKS
UNLIMITED
We need
your help.
Now.

WHEN YOU SET OUT TO SAVE DUCKS,
YOU SAVE A LOT OF LIVING THINGS
ALONG THE WAY.

,i)voyeareeswitaMMII6001010891Mitte~1MWS'

The Murray-Calloway Co. Chapter of Ducks Unlimited
says thanks to the following businessmen and merchants
for their contributions to the Sixth Annual Ducks
Unlimited Sportsmen's Banquet — over $15,000.00 was
raised for the ducks.
Big Mac's Sporting Goods
Murray Auto Auction
Captain D's Restaurant
Paul's Used Cars
Hardin Sporting Goods
Town and Country Yamaha
Thweatt's Servi,e Station
Joe Smith's Carpet Center
Murray Theatre's
Joe Wayne Thweatt
Kelly's Pest Control
Dakota Feed and Gram
Roberson's Hih Burger
Cross Furniture
McGee Pest Control, Hopkinsville
East "Y" Grocery
Head Quarters
I.G.A. Northside & Southside
Mar-Lone Ceramics
Hickory Hut Bar-B-Que
Murray Lumber Co
Fireplace Shoppe
Uncle Lees Sporting Goods
Storey's Food Giant
Big John's Supermarket
Tom Snow's Sporting Goods, Paducah
Boston Teo Party ,
Bondurant's Taxidermy Studio, Union City, TN
Vernon's Western Store
Goodyear Service Store
Fred's
Sore Todd Custom Knives
Rose's Dept Store
Coast to Coast Hardware
Block's Taxidermy
James D. Futrell Real Estate
Rose's Wheel Alignment
"That's It" Levis
Murray Moose Lodge
Uncle Jeff's Discount Center
Murray Horne and Auto Store
follow Thru Delicatesson
Trucks, Trailers, and Buses, Inc
Boyd's Auto Repair
John Bugden Custom Knives
Paschall Truck Lines
Cain's AMC-Jeep
Harold Hopkins Body Shoppe
Baker & Son 'Garage
Block's Decorating Center
Jimmy Knight's Body Shop
Motor Parts & Bearings
Gprdner and Stalls
641 Super Shell
Gene Storks
Bill Warren
Jones Iron & Metal
Artcroft PhotogAiphy
Rustic arts & Studio
K-mart
Wallis Stained Glass
Don Miller-Auctioneer

Murray Datsun
Murray Auto Parts
U-Tote-Em
Wilson and Hosapple
Rickey King Used Cars
Fitts Block and Tile Co.
J-M Motor Soles
East Side Motors
Hook's Wheel Alignment
J.P Walker's Used Cars
Stokes Tractor and Implement Co.
Joe Todd Motor Sales
Carroll Tire and Wheel Alignment
Bill Connon--Sanbk Tools
BOyd'S Auto Sales
Ron's Muffler Shop
Murray Bait Co.
08T Warehouse Foods
Hungry Beor Restouront
Mike Shannon's Hunting Preserve
Renfrow Hunting Ranch, Ballard Co
BOB Food Products, Cadiz
Ross' Standard Station
Richard Orr Dist. Co.
Buckingham -Roy, Ltd
Graham-Jackson
Corn-Austin
Hutson's Ag Service
Sammon's Bakery •
Hopkinsville Savings & Loan
Security federal Savings and Loan
Parker Ford
Home Federal Savings and Loon
Bonk Of Murray
Shoemaker Groin
Sue and Charlie's Restaurant
Arts and Crafts Studios
Beale Hardy ore
Carter Studio
Murray Sport & Marine
Lindsey's Jewelers
Overby Honda
Doug Goodman, Hickman
PIS Service Station
Jerry's Restaurant
Lond John Silvers
L.J. Hendon, Rowland Refrigeration
Darnell Marine
Carl L Howard
Thweott's Used Cars
Shipwash Marine
Hardin Grain
Murray Supply Cd.
Custom Signs
DOW Auto Ports Murray
DOW Auto Parts, Moyfield
J. D. Motor Sales
Charles Rushing's Used Cars
Leto's Beauty Salon
Lee Stockwell Carpet Cleaners
Yancey Farms
Seven Seas Restaurant

Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

WinterWind Blows
AndYourHeatGoes

NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSOR IES-MAR INE SUPPLIES

Jimmy Colson took this nice buck while hunting near
Protium' Monday, Nov. 10.
Meet° Ceettlesy 14 Mac's

ive pointer in the New

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Photo Courtesy Big Mac's

Kenlake Marina
storey's
Foodalani

HOP

4
4
0

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

0

Rt. 1 Hardin

;ycamore
3-5142

(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 0

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Phone 753-8322

4mr

641 Super Shell

DAMS
FISH MARKET

S. 12th ST.

New Ownership

96

96

%es -Sot

Tues. Sat.

Catfish
Steaks

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

'

COPY AVAIL ABLE

1615ry

Wholesale or Retail

Price
$ir)
U Ii

51169
i..
10.1016SS Catfish
Uty
11.. Itirffulk
ta
4%%,%%uggsfifJ•WA
No&•
wohmIk•••••‘•

Fiddlors

Hw.641 South

759_1208

Formerly Watson S Fish Market

Fresh or Frozen

ky

clear plastic. Insulate the attic to a
minimum of R-19 and the floor to a
minimum of R-11. (When building or
remodeling, insulate walls to at least
The winter wind
R-11).
will soon be blowing and pulling out
your home's heat
. . unless you
stop it. Ask us for
a free copy of the
Home Weatherizing
Checklist.

Open 7 Days A Week
Hwy.641 So.

.4 RANT

0
0

To keep winter wind from pulling
the heat from your home, weatherize
and insulate now. Seal off the ways
heat can escape.
Caulk around wIndow frames and
panes, too, if necessary. Weatherstrip around doors
so they fit snug
and tight. Put up
storm doors and
windows. Or cover
the windows with

'$159
95.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

s
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Needs help for his habit
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

P

DEAR DR. LAMB
I had
a hemorrhoid operation 13
years ago and since then I
have had some bowel problems I have to take a laxative
every night. If I don't take a
laxative my bowels may not
move for three to five days. I
had a proctoscope examination by a good specialist and
there was no obstruction I
don't understand. Can you tell
me what to do" I even take
prune juice and fresh fruit
I read in your column about
a person taking laxatives and
you sent him a Health Letter
Could I have one too" I'm on a
fixed income (Social Security)
and have quite a few doctor
bills. I've got cataracts in both
eyes, so I've been seeing specialists and changing glasses
costs.
DEAR READER — Having
had difficulty for so many
years, you will probably need

some professional guidance
You undoubtedly have a longstanding laxative habit
At least you know you do
not have an obstruction Elimination is accomplished by
rhythmic muscular contractions in the colon and rectum
These are affected by
reflexes. Your reflexes have
probably gotten a little lazy
and need training.
There are a variety of laxatives available to the public.
None of these, with the possible exception of pure bulk
formers, should be used regularly.
Many laxatives can cause
real harm. This is discussed in
The Health Letter number 128, Laxatives. Enemas and
Suppositories. that I am sending you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care

of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019 Incidentally,
I'm also sending you number
13-6, Your Cataracts are
Coming.
If you do need some help as
you discontinue using harmful
laxatives, you might use a tap
water enema You can also
develop an enema habit, but it
is less likely and less harmful
than being dependent upon
chemical laxatives.
DEAR DR. LAMB - During the course of my pregnancy I gained' 26 pounds, After
delivery I went back to my
original weight of 120 pounds
plus two The baby weighed
eight pounds, Add to this the
weight of the afterbirth and
bag of water What happened
to the rest of this weight? Of
the 24 pounds that 1 lost after
delivery, two pounds must
have been the afterbirth and
eight pounds of baby. That
leaves 14 pounds that are
unaccounted for. Could you
please answer this question?
It's puzzled me for some time.
DEAR READER — Part of
your figures are off a little bit
but not much. The average
weight of a placenta is about
500 grams — that's a little
more than a pound. At birth,
there is a little over a liter of
fluid in the sac around the
baby. That's another two
pounds. So the fluid and afterbirth usually weigh over three
pounds, The uterus itself is
enlarged for pregnancy so add
another two pounds. Your
breasts gain about one pound
each so add it up and you
arrive at 15 pounds including
your baby.
The rest is from the
increased fluid in your body.
The increase in estrogen formation to support the pregnancy often results in retention of fluid. There is a
normal increase in blood volume and an increase in fluid
in your tissues. Most of this
increased water retention is
flushed out after delivery,
returning a woman to nearly
her pre-pregnancy weight,
unless she also added fat from
overeating during her pregnancy, It sounds like you did
very well.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tessera
5 Baby's bed
9 Stroke
12 Dye plant
13 Rockfish
14 Consumed
15 Preposition
16 Protective
ditch
18 Gratuity
20 Preposition
22 Halt
24 Algonquian
Indians
27 Woody plant
29 Silkworm
31 Land parcel
32 Revise
34 Wigwam
36 Compass pt
37 Chief
39 Bombard
41 Man's name
42 Lamb's pen
name
44 Hebrew festival
45 Legal deg
47 Nobleman
49 Sailors
50 Ogles
52 Very precise
54 Scale note
55 Dude
57 Arrow poison
59 Greek letter
61 Expire
63 Rescue
65 Small nail
67 Sin
68 Roman date
69 Toward shelter
DOWN
1 Siamese
native

2 Casually
3 Chinese mile
4 Shade tree
5 Container
6 Sharp reply
7 Preposition
8 Cudgel
9 Of the Pope
10 Near
11 Tellurium
Symbol
17 Bone
19 Exists
21 Tolls
23 Baker's
products
25 Meeting
26 Guides
27 Mexican dish
28 Grafted Heraldry
30 Emmets
33 Valley
35 Waste allowance
38 Distu bance

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
ANE T
REP
SHE'
ABC
ElIT
A
S a•
A
LAS
DEE
TA
, EL
A
L‘4
RE A
A
s e
A
TA
MO
A
LE
TA
A X
A
RE
AN T A
AR
0
SEAR
T0 E
_ _

a

GS

40 Hebrew
month
43 Come
46 Put on
48 Eats
51 Thus
53 Earth god dess

56 Greek letter
58 Greek letter
60 Musical inst
61 From Let
62 Negative prefix
64 Paid notice
66 Man's name

MM M
MM
WM= MOM WIIIM
WM WM= WM
WW MEOW MUM
WM/ WNW WEE
PRINTMAKING
WEMEW WMIOW WM BOSTON
(AP) — "PrintWINIMEW WNW= making
in the Age of RemWM WINN WM. brandt" is being shown at the
of Fine Arts through
.MW MEM WM= Museum
4,1981.
WENN MIMI WM Jan.
The exhibition traces the
WNW WMEW
development of printmaking
in the Netherlands from the
WWM WM= MAME late
16th through the 17th cenWIIM WM= WO= turies.
r JUST THOUGHT I'D
0-1ATAIZEYOUWIN6
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Percy Says Talks Convince
Him To Abandon SALT II
By SERGE SCHMEMANN
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (API — Sen.
Charles Percy says his three
days of talks with Soviet
leaders have convinced them
to abandon SALT II and
negotiate a new arfiis control
pact with the Reagan administration.
"I do believe that they are
now convinced after nine
hours of discussions at the
highest levels that there must
be a new treaty," the Illinois
Republican told reporters Friday.
Percy left Moscow today for
Brussels, where he will confer
with Gen. Bernard W. Rogers,
the supreme allied commander in Europe.
Percy, who is expected to
become the new chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, said his trip to
Moscow was "private" and
unofficial but closely coordinated with President-elect
Ronald Reagan and his
foreign policy advisers.
It was clear the Kremlin
considered Percy's visit its
first significant contact with
the new Republican adminsitration, and the senator said
he was encouraged by the
Soviets' apparent willingness
to abandon SALT II in its present form.
Previously, Moscow had insisted the pact be ratified
without modifications by the
- U.S. Senate. It had been signed by Brezhnev and President
Carter in June 1979.
"I would be surprised if both
sides would not agree to sit
down and talk at an early date
about arms control, leading to
possibly negotiations for an
arms control agreement,"
Percy said.
Percy was the first highlevel U.S. politician to meet
with Soviet President Leonid
I. Brezhnev since Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd
conferred with him • July 4,
1979 — five months before an
estimated 85,000 Soviet troops
entered Afghanistan.
Carter, while standing by
his assertion the treaty was
equally advantageous to both
sides, postponed all efforts for
ratification after Soviet troops
entered
Afghanistan,

STAND HERE AND WATCH
,THE WORLD 60 BY...

FIEU,CHULIEMOWN?

engineered a coup and then
joined Afghan troops in
fighting Moslem guerrillas.
Percy told reporters he also
tried to persuade the Russians
that Reagan was not a "warmonger." In Santa Monica,
Calif., the president-elect
welcomed reports of positive
signals concerning a possible
new treaty.
"I've said all along I would
be willing to talk legitimate
arms limitation, and I'm glad
to get a response," Reagan
told reporters Friday.
Percy said he also warned
Soviet leaders against intervening in Poland, where
strikes, shortages and a debtridden economy have caused
major shakeups in the government and Communist Party
and created the first independent labor unions in the Soviet
bloc.
He said he also told the
Soviets the margin of
Reagan's election victory was
a clear sign Americans backed the Republican's call for a
U.S. arms buildup to match
recent Soviet military increases.
Percy told reporters he
discussed the Persian Gulf
war with Brezhnev and

Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko, emphasizing that
any interruption in the flow of
gulf oil would be met by an immediate and direct response
by the United States,

Sullivan Won't Run
HENDERSON, Ky. I AP) -State Sen. William Sullivan,
1)-Henderson,said Friday that
he has decided not to seek a
sixth term.
Sullivan, who represents
Henderson, Union, Webster,
Livingston and Crittenden
counties and part of Daviess
County, has been a state
senator for 20 years.
Ile said that after having
served longer than any other
current member of the Senate
he has decided to call it quits
and devote more time to his
law practice.
Sullivan, 59, served as president pro tern of the senate
from 1968 to 1976. He was also
Senate majority leader in
1956.
He ran unsuccessfully for
the Democratic nomination
for lieutenant governor in 1975
against Thelma Stovall, who
the nomination and the
general election.

elm

WHAT AM I BID?

COSMO WON
ANOTHER
WATCH IN A
POKER
GAME

By Abigail Van Buren

Woman Wonders
As She Wanders
DEAR ABBY: I am a grown woman with a good hust;and,
two wonderful children and a full, busy life. I do a lot of
driving and always allow myself time for getting lost. —
Even if I have been there before, I get turned around and
have to stop and ask for directions. Sometimes I have to stop
and ask for directions two and three times. I am a careful
driver and I am considered fairly intelligent, but I have
absolutely no sense of direction.
My husband says I get lost because I lack self-confidence
and I set out expecting to get lost. Can that be? Are there
others like me? Have you any suggestions?
GETS LOST A LOT
DEAR GETS: Don't be ashamed. Some of our
- r-----nietzt people get lost a lot. Recommended
solution: When you start out, have written instructions on how to get to where you're going. Should you
get lost, stop at once and ask for help.(And be sure to
listen carefully, so that you understand the
directions.) Also, always take the phone number of
the place your headed for in case you want to call and
ask how to get there. If that fails, carry a compass, a
Bible and a survival kit.

DEAR ABBY: The letter from SHOCKED IN SAN
DIEGO didn't shock me. (Shocked's 17-year-old son was
dating a 17-year-old girl whose mother rented a motel room
for the kids so her daughter's first sexual experience would
be "nice.") Listen to this:
Our son, age 18, was invited to go on an extended motor
trip with his 17-year-old girlfriend and both her parents.
When they stopped overnight at motels, the parents rented
two rooms. And instead of putting the men in one room and
women in the other like respectable people, they put the two
kids in one room and occupied the other room themselves.
I think they were hoping their daughter would get
pregnant so our son would heve to marry her. Care to
comment?
DISGUSTED IN CALIF

Urotted .1100

DEAR DISGUSTED: Under California law,
"Sexual intercourse with a female under the age of 18
and not the wife of the male constitutes Statutory
Rape." And, "The combination of two or more
individuals in furtherance of an unlawful act
constitutes a Conspiracy."
So your son could have been charged with statutory
rape, and his girlfriend's parents could have been
,
charged with conspiracy.

ARE YOU
KIDDING?! IT'S
WORTH AT LEAST
*50!

•••

I'VE GOT A HEADACHE,
MY NOSE 15 RUNNING,
AND MY THROAT
15 SORE

-

THAT HAS TO BE THE
SPEEDIEST RECOVERY
IN THE ANNALS OF
MEDICINE

DEAR ABBY: I say "Hurrah" for the mother who rented a
motel room for her daughter and the girl's boyfriend.
Parente over the years have felt it their obligation to make
their children's sex lives as miserable as possible, and I find
it encouraging to read about one mother who has shown
some compassion and understanding.
Kids are going to do it anyway — that's the way the world
is and there's no use ignoring it. I think it's a darn sight
better to provide them with a clean, comfortable bed and
bath than to force them to use the back seat of a car —
especially considering how small and cramped back seats
are these days.
STEPHEN S. IN GOLETA, CALIF.
DEAR STEPHEN: See my reply to DISGUSTED IN
CALIFORNIA. Now are you still for providing a
clean, comfortable love-nest for minors?
•••

DID CITY THIEVES
MUG THE OLD MAN?
BUT ONLY JUNGLE FOLK WOULD
KNOW HE
CARRIED
PEARLS,.

WHAT

IS ii,
DEVIL Z

ACES 7.)
IRA G CORN, JR

"How glorious it is -- and
also how painful -- to be an
exception ** -- Alfred de
Mussel
Declarer ran into an
exception in his play of
today's off-beat game He
failed to make allowances
and, in the end, he suffered
the pain.
Dummy's heart. king won
the first trick and declarer s
plan seemed routine. He had
to develop the diamonds
without giving East the lead
-- a heart lead by East
would give the defense the
remaining heart winners.
Simple enough. All that
was needed was to duck a
diamond into the West hand.
West would not be able to
attack hearts and declarer
would have an easy time.
Dummy's diamond king
was cashed in preparation
for the avoidance play, but
when
West's
queen
appeared, the avoidance
opportunities were gone for
good. Eventually, East won
the lead and a heart lead
through declarer's queen
meant one down
A little unlucky, one must
admit. Nevertheless, declarer should have made the
game. After- winning the
heart king in dummy.
declarer should lead to one
of his high clubs and lead a
diamond towards dummy
West's queen appears and
an avoidance play is
assured. West is allowed to
NORTH
11-29-A
4A 984 2
•K6
•K 8
4 10 6 4 2

•••

A TYPICAL
WOMAN
DRIVER

THE

DEAR ABBY: My son, who is 21 and attends a university,
does not want to give me his off-campus address because he
does not want me to visit him. I write to him in care of a
post-office box.
He claims that none of the students there are visited by
their parents.
I am deeply hurt by his attitude. What can I do?
UNHAPPY IN FLA.
DEAR UNHAPPY: Don't insist. (P.S. But if you
send him homemade cookies, bake for two.)
• ••

(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal rt.pfy write to Abby. 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

WEST
•Q 10 3
•A 10 5 4 2
•Q
•8 7 5 3

EAST
•J 6 5
•J 97
•109 32
•Q .1 9

SOUTH

•K7
•Q 8 3
*417654
4A K

2. Notice
Both
'south The bidding
Vulnerable

south
I NT
3 NT

West
Pass
Pass

Dealer

North
3•
PasS

East ,
Pass'
Pass:,

Opening lead Heart four ••.:
win and defensive hopes are
(Tippled South will have the
time to bring in the diamonds and he can even
enjoy an overtrick
Bid with Corn

South holds

11-29-B

•A 9 If 42
•K6
•K A
4 10 h 42
North
14
2•

South

I•

ANSWER: Three clubs
in a try for
game
Worth another bid

Send bridge questions to The Ares.
Pt) Wm 123143 Dallas. Texas 75225
with sell addressed. stamped envelope
fur reply

Investigation Started
Into Explosion
CARROLLTON, Ky. API
— An investigation has been
launched into an explosion and
fire at the M&T Chemical Co.
plant here.
There were no injuries and
damage was restricted to the
area of the explosion, which
was described as a recovery
system containing propyl
alcohol, according to a
spokesman at the Kentucky
State Police post at LaGrange.
The explosion occurred
about 10:40 p.m. EST
Thursday at the plant located
north of here along U.S. 42.
The fire was extinguished in/
about an hour and police said
there was no danger of additional explosions or of
chemical leaks. •

1. Legal Notice
Ordinance Number 610.0
An Ordinance ammending Ordinance No. 610.0
Relating to operating.charges of the Hazel Natural Gas
System.
Section I
Re it ordained by the City of Hazel
Ordinance No. 610.0 is hereby amended to read as
follows:
Rate increase for lit 500 cu. ft.
$5.50
All over 500 to. ft.
$5.35 per 1,000 cu. ft.
Section 11
This ordinance shall become effective December 28
billing 1980.
Adopted the 3rd day of November 1980
City of Hazel, Kentucky
By: Wm. Pratt, Mayor

PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with Ordinance Number 721 the
following garbage rates will become effective Decem
ber 1, 1980
RESIDENTIAL
1. Single Family Residence
55.00 per month
2. Duplex Residence and Apartment Houses,
each family
$5.00 per month
3. Residence with only one occupant 65 years
of age or older
$3.87 per month
A 12% PER MONTH INCREASE WILL BE APPLIED TO
ALL COMMERCIAL RATES.
CITY OF MURRAY SANITATION DEPARTMENT

CITY OF MURRAY
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray's Citizen Advisory Committee
will hold a public hearing on December 9, 1980 at
530 p.m. in the Douglas Community Building on L.P
Miller Street.
The purpose of the meeting is to obtain views and
proposals from interested citizens on program
development for the Small Cities Grant Program under
Title I of the 1977 Community Development Act, of.
fered by the Federal Deportment of Housing and Urban
Development. This meeting will include, among other
items, the following information:
A. The total amount of non-metro funds available to
the City of Murray.
B. The range of activities that may be undertaken
with these funds.
C. The type of activities which are ineligible under
this act.
D. The processes to be followed ill drawing up and
approving the local application.
E. A summary of other important program
requirements.
All citizens and representatives of interested public
groups are invited to attend and participate. For fur.
ther information, call Steve lea at 753-1225 or Brenda Liggins at 75?-1224.
Steve lea
Gene Opal Thorpe, Chairman
City Planner
Citizens Advisory Committed'
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULT'S!
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• When only the best will 18
•do you will come to
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Free ride to Lexington now will
be returning to Murray before
Christmas, needed to share
driving with aged man Call
753 2523
Santa Direct, A letter from Santa, Send $1 dollar with child's
name and address to P 0 Box
1041, Murray '

mobile
Has
homes for rent.
Students welcoSpecial
me!
rates!! We also
have
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

For sale Used 10 screen doors,
wood storm windows, wood
storm &ARS, 3 aluminum storm
doors 2 bath tubs, 2 lavatorys.
1 cominode, barrell pump, 2
sets inside shutters, 3 interior
doors, one round top door with
storm, miscellaneous drawers,
one 100 amp fuse box, one
heat vent fan Call 753-4124
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Sale
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46. Homes For Sale
MAl
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Extra neat 2 bedroom older
very good condition,
double lot with trailer hook-up,
nice neighborhood within
Puryear city limits Possible
owner financing to qualified
buyer_ $16,500 Call 901 247
3328
Some in

free
CARPET CLEANING
estimates satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5821
Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett,
753-5476

Country Living just minutes
Professional Serv ices
With The Friendly Touch'
from town, Be ready to move
Cunningham's
Portable
right into this immaculate 3
Welding Weekends and nights
bedroom, 2 bath, ranch house.
A CAREFUL
nights after 5 30 753 9239
featuring 4 acres of tendable
BUYER'S DREAM
Three
bedreom
Driveways
and parking areas
land.
Just
some
of
the
extras
Wo stove with blower by MarNew Listing - Owner
The Apple Tree School now has
brick with lots of white rocked and graded Free
besides good neighbors are a
tin Industries. $175 or best oftown, 3
leaving
openings for 2 year old
breakfast bar, ceramic tile
fer Phone 753-5206.
extras on wooded estimates Clifford Garrison
bedroom, 1-bath, B.V.
nfe
753-5429
children. A limited number of
bath, extra large closets, and
nicelot,
8 miles west of
home,
frame
and
openings are also available for
much more! This one won't last
16. Home Furnishings "That's a fact, huh? I didn't know we
Fire damaged restoration. Callelectric
decorated,
ly
Murray. Owner will 442-6677
3-5 year old children
crooks long, Hurray and call Wendy at
or 521-1908.
Antique day bed. Best offer.'tad so many rights."
heat. 1 car carport
Transportation provided to and
Spann
Realty
finance.
Contact
Associates,
153Call 753-6232.
Fence sales at Sears now Call
with storage. Large
from
public
school
7724
owner for at- Sears, 753-2310 for free
lot. This is a well built
kindergarten programs. For in- Bonnie Watson Spann is now For sale Antique round oak
tractive interest estimate for your needs.
34. Houses For Rent
home and moderately
formation about quality child working at Evelyn's Beauty table, 48' $325 Call 153- 28. Mob. Home Rents
That's rightl There
priced at $36,500.00.
care phone 753-9356 days, Salon, Central Shopping 2480 after 5 pm
rate, 435-4276.
For rent. 2 bedroom trailer, Farm house, near city limits, 535,000!
Guttering by Sears, Sears conis something for sole for
Tuesdays,
on
753-1566 nights, or visit the Center,
neat
tinous gutters installed per
Murray.
No
pets.
489garden. spring water, wood
like new bed, chest, stereo and
$35,000. It's located at
Saturand
Fridays,
Thursdays,
facility at 1503 Stadium View
I DESIGNED FOR , Two bedroom brick house near your specifications. Call Sears
2611.
1659 Ryon and includes 3
stove. $200 monthly. 753days. Call 753-2511 for an ap- stand, t v tables, and lamps
Drive
LUXURY
University All new interior 753-2310 for free estimate
bedroom, living room, kitCall 753-6063
For rent
Mobile home. 8096.
pointment.
new,
4
Shown by appointment 753Brand
chen ond bath. Also features
Matching mahogany chest and 10'x42', furnished, natural gas, 37. Livestock-Supplies
Concrete and block
3942
storm windows and doors and
bedroom, 3 bath,
full size bed. Bed has large near University, prefer one per- REE MAR ARABIANS 751
work. Block garages,
BIBLE CALL
TVA insulation_ Has attached
home,
spacious
son. Phone 753-3895 or 75347.goitotcycles
carport plus outside storage
Acceptable Prayer basements, driveways,
6126
II:t ill post and bookcase headboard. 3482.
cypress siding, 2 car
bock yard.
hedged
Also
mattress
and
springs.
Call
nice
and
759-4444. Children's Biwalks, patios, steps.
1980 Yamaha 0/250 dirt bike
garage. So many
FACT
(18 753-3376 after 5 pm.
Within walking distance of
12x60 Mobile home for rent. 38. Pets-Supplies
ble Story -759-4445.
Free estimates. Charles
)
quality features - $1000. Call 492-8930
Fr.. GNI Wrong*. b Al
We'll help arrange
FASU.
Portable dishwasher $50 753- See Brandon Dill at Dill's AKC Minature Dachshund pupSpeclelty At
Barnett. 753-5476.
financing too.
fireplace, central elecTrailer Court, Murray Drive-In pies Champion bloodlines $60
cen- 49. Used Cars
pump,
heat
tric
STARKS 430 3704
i%
Theatre entrance
and $75 each. Call 527-9700
JOHN SMITH
To Cardin, Albert, Don and
White Broyhill bedroom suite.
tral air conditioning, 1973 Buick Regal. sport Insulation blown in by Sears.
after 1 pm.
Charles: I would like to say a q4 HARDWARE
Twin beds, mattress box spr- Two bedroom trailers, comrange, refrigerator, wheels, $995. Call 753-9710. save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753127
t h53
8.Poplar
little word of comfort. You have
ings, dressing table with chair, pletely furnished, good condi- Basset Hound, registered,
disposal, dishwasher. 1974 Cutlass Couple Devtlle.
2310 for free estimate.
my greatest sympathy. I too
chest with bookcase top. Like tion, from $145. Call 753- $125: unregistered, $75. From
Large lot. $82,000.
OF HOMES
damage bumper right fender
8964.
hunting stock Long ears and
know what you are experienc.
new.
753-3908.
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
I
II
l
and
door,
$1500
Also
OSP
1966
t1") iffp
ing, 1100 lost my,mother just a
Two bedroom trailer, Ihi miles sad faces. Will hold for
Mustang,
6
cylinder, need stumps removed from
17.
Vacuum
Cleaners
few days before Thanksgiving, I 5. Lost and Found
on 641 South, $150 and Christmas. 753-0672.
automatic, $900 Call 753- your yard or land cleared of
753-7411
Electrolux Sales and Service. deposit. 753-4699.
too ask myself where shall I go
stumps? We can remove
\10 )l Ni) THE I, 1")(1,
7827
Dog obedience classes. AKC
Lost
Passport
Reward
offered!
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
and what shall I do. But as I
stumps up to 24'' below the
German Shepherds and AKC
30.
Business
1970
Rental
Chevelle
SS.
767-2986
automatic.
Income property. $315.00 per
have grown old I have found
ground, leaving only sawdust
Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
19. Farm Equipment Wooded lot provides serene set- month. Small apartment power steering, power brakes, and chips. Call for free
the answer and that is the one Lost Basset Hound Reward of436-2858.
and
air.
New
tires.
Super
sport
Mini
building,
fully rented. For sale
ting for newly decorated three
Disc blades and 3 point
and only answer, and that is fered, Call 436-5838
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
For sale. 'Minature Pinscher bedroom brick located lust by owner. Low $20's. Call 753- wheels. 759-4740.
seeders. See them before you
this (to the Lord). And now I
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
Warehouse
puppies,
often
called
Minature
8742.
west of Southside shopping.
'
say to myself, "Blessed be the Reward!, Lost: 4 keys on chain buy! Vinson Tractor Co., 753For sale' 1973 Audi, red, good Licinsed Electrician and gas inStorage Space
Dobermans. 8-12" tall full Fenced backyard provides
4892.
name of the Lord, I am not and white tab. Call 753-2523.
*********0****. condition. $1200. Call 753- stallation, heating inslallation
For
Rent
groWn.
Call
753-5421
after
5
security for small children and *.Beautiful spacious * 9297.
alone for He is with me.' Four 6. Help Wanted
20. Sports Equipment
and repairs. Call 753-7203. pm.
753-4758
pets. Glassed in back porch
years have passed and I have
home at the waters* 1977 Ford Pinto Hatchback,
Texas
Oil
Company
needs
The
Pistol
People:
Invest
in
a
Need work on your trees? ToppFor sale- AKC registered Old just off U-shaped kitchen pro- * edge -el Kentucky* air, automatic
been blessed, so all I can say
transmission.
now is Thank you, Lord, for I mature person for short trips feeling of security, largest For rent: 2 large commercial English Sheep puppies. Call vides seclusion and privacy. * Lake. It is not only* 19,000 miles, one owner, ex- ing, pruning. shaping. complete removal and more Call
Transferrable loan available
love the Lord, He hears my surrounding Murray. Contact variety, lowest priced, no buildings across from M.S.U. 753-2792.
* well built, secluded,* cellent condition. A real BOYER'S TREE
customers. We train. Write T.G. registration or red tape in Ken- campus, available May, 1981.
with lower than current inSERVICE for
prayers. (Your's, A Friend).
and restful but, is
bargain, $2595. Call 753-3720. professional tree care. 753Dick, Pres, Southwestern tucky. Country Boy Store, 9 Call 753-2967 after 5 pm.
41. Public Sale
terest rate. Dial 753Petroelum, Ft. Worth, TX miles west of Hopkinsville junc1492...Century 21 Loretta Jobs. * maintenance free and* Good hunting and fishing sta- 8536
32. Apts. For Rent
+ can be divided into two* tion wagon. 1964 Buick. $125.
16101.
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
Realtors.
JAMES'
*separate
living* 753-7765
Apartments for rent, near '
COURTNEY SMALL
Wanted person to do washing, Zunday',.2-5,(502)885-5914.
* quarters. Enjoy the *
downtown. Call 753-4109.
ANTIQUES
ENGINE REPAIR AND
waxing, buffing and light pain- 22. Musical
1969 MGC-GT, 6 cylinder. Cali
4. convenience of your *
SAW SERVICE - Stella
Custom Stripping and
ting on large trucks and Organ, Loviery electronic con- Apartment for rent, close to
753-0379 ask for Bob
*own private boat dock.*
753-4861 - Low prices
trailers Apply in person sole type. full rhythm and base. M.S.U., no pets, $125 per mon
and
Repairing
1976
Mercury
*859,500.
Call
today
Marquis
wagon,
for
*
th, $100 deposit. Call 753between 8-5 Monday through Built-in tape deck.
because
of
low
Refinishing. Custom
Call 436- 6564.
an appointment to see * loaded with extras, excellent
Friday. See Don McCord at 2432.
overhead
Cabinets and Woodcondition.
$2200.
753-9644
*
this
gorgeous
home.
*
Trucks, Trailers, and Buses,
working. No dipping.
after 5 pm.
Spinet-Console piano for sale. Furnished apartments, one or
Painting - Paperhanging *2 bedroom home with *
News, Society and Inc., Hwy 641 South.
WHY RENT?
Hwy. 641 South
Wanted : Responsible party to two bedrooms, also sleeping
1972 Plymouth DiiMer, slant 6, General maintenance. Free
ApartZimmerman
Sports 753-1918. Retail 9. Situation Wanted
*central heat and .air
This home presently
492-8850
take over Spinet piano. Easy rooms.
2-door, new front seat Asking estimates 759-1987
Display advertising Legal secretary with 15 years terms. Can be seen locally. ments, South 16th, 753-6609.
with walk out baseconsists of two apartWe Buy
$900 Call 753-0193 after Professiona+ sheet rock
753-1919. Classified experience wants
*ment,
located
ments
but
could
be
near
*
part time Write: Credit Manager, P.O. One bedroom apartment, $9.0:_
And Sell
4.30
finishing, carpentry. roofing;
Display, Classified, work. Types 90 wpm, shor- Box 207, Carlyle, IL 62231.
*Kentucky Lake. On *
easily converted back
2 bedroom apartment. $110
Circulation and the thand 120 wpm.
1976 Plymouth Fury Salon, painting, also repair. Call.(502)
paved street, large
to one family dwelling.
per month. Water. stove, 43. Real Estate
Accurate,
Business Office may dependable, efficient. Call 23. Exterminating
*wooded lot, outside * 318 engine. good gas mileage, 1-354-8565 after 6 pm
There is a separate
refrigerator furnished, at Lynn
be reached on 753- 753-1301.
runs good. looks good. Rood Reynolds aluminum products.
Grove. Phone 753-7874, Ken: •••o•
garage and large
1916and 753-1917.
tires, vinyl top. velure interior. ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call
*
29 Acre farm with 3
Miller.
ton
Ideal
in134,SOSi
garden
area.
6..,.
*
ALL BUGS CALL
Will do sewing, alterations and
bedroom ranch style
753-0689
* $1290 Call 489-2595.
vestment property at ;
babysitting for 1 child between
One bedroom apartment, furhome, west of Lynn
1979 Red Trans Am, excellent Stop! For all your repair needs
816,000. Phone 753*
Sales
nished or unfurnished, low
Wifend - 7:
1-4. Call 753-0952.
4
117
1
11
,
lii
Grove. Additional 2
*
If
condition, T-top, loaded. roofing, carpentry, plumbing
DwwWw • f1.4
1222, Kopperud Realty
utilities. 1414 Vine Street.
$60,000+
10. Bus. Opportunity
753,314
t
i
$6000 Call 753-0523 after 5 and electrical work, look no
bedroom, 8 year old
i
for full time real
Two bedroom duplex available
pcn
(First Yr.
home on same farm
Kelley's Termite
FORMER DIAMOND DIRECT
estate service.
more! Call 753-9226 or 753January 1st, furnished or un; Murray-Calloway
for only $19,900.
DISTRIBUTORS starting a more
EVERYTHING
1974
VW Dasher, red. 2-door. 9623 We'll do your job large or
Potential)
&
Pest
furnished. Call 753-9400.
Control
*
County Realty * 4-speed, excellent gas mileage small. All work done to your
profitable
YOU'VE BEEN
Manufacturer seeks realistic and
Phone 753-3914 ,
Two bedroom apartment,
(502)753-8146 * . $1050 Phone 1-354-6644
satisfailtion.
LOOKING FOR!
Dealers to market business. Phone 502-965-2896
pets.
adults,
no
redecorated,
304 N. 12.1. SE.
Eh
Energy Management or write D & S Associates, Rt.
Over 2900 square feet
•
Lf
Thinking
of remodeling your
1974
White
VW
conexcellent
753deposit.
Call
Lease and
and Security Systems 10, Marion, KY 42064.
R1Al ESTAtl
of living area on a tree
24:Micellaneous
dition $1800 Call 759-4813 house' We do it all! Hawley
9208 after 4 pm.
•**Da
lr;8
1;*
.ic*
Y.1
21
71
*
that can make you a 14. Want To Buy
lot.
This
home
shaded
8. PROPER 1,1 MANACIMINIT
or 753-6082
Bucy, 492-8120.
Firewood - 18-24" seasoned.
Millionaire in the 80's.
has a large cedar
Low cost home loan money
10 Acres or less of timbered mixed hardwoods, $25 per 33. Rooms for Rent
Wet basement? We make wet
50.
Used
Trucks
room
paneled family
won't last long. ,For applicarick, delivered. Call 753-8536. Girls room for rent, one block New listing 3 bedroom. 2 full
basements dry, work completeHave you been looking land in Calloway County, from
with a wood burning
tions, incomes can vary up to 1976
Courier,
from University. Call 753-1812 baths, brick veneer home,
21'2. ly guarenteed Call or write
for the right deal? We an individual owner, no realtors Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
fireplace, lots of
$22,500 for a five member guaranteed. 753-3704.
or
159-4909.
please.
Write
Box
1040B,
MurMorgan Construction
Co..
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
have been looking for
features Olympic size pool.
family. Give us a call now at
cabinets and is close to
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
489-2327 or 489-2853.
34. Houses For Rent
the right person! ray, KY.
central heat and air, fireplace,
753-1492 for information on 1973 International 1600 truck, KY 42001. or call day or night.
a shopping center in
Prefer experience in
Firewood for sale, oak and Nice 3 bedroom. 2 bath lake burglar alarm system For more
this 107/8% interest. Yes, you air-conditioned, power steer- 1-442-7026
quiet neighborhood.
ing, radio, 14' bed. $3500
direct sales or hiring
All Types of
R olddiamonhickory. $25 a rick. Also light home, waterfront lot, big information call Purdom &
House is surrounded lead right .under 11% on a 25 753-8061.
and training people.
Will haul driveway white rock
ds and gold jewelry,
hauling. Dial 753-5857.
fireplace. Coleman Real ;Estate, Thurman Real Estate. 753year term. Dial 753-1492. We'll
by other quality-built
This is the opportunity
wedding
rings,
and Ag lime. also have any type
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585
Loretta 53. Services Offered
you.
Century
21
753-9898
or
435-4349.
help
plus
3
homes.
All
this
Firewood, cut any length, mostengagement rings, dinthat all sales promoof brown or white -pea gravel
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
Jobs, Realtors.
bedrooms, and 2
ly oak and hickory, $22.50 Nice, large, clean house, inner rings, all types of
tion people dream
Custom made cabinets, music Also - do backhbe work Call
and
winsulated,
storm
doors
$60's.
A
men's
baths.
Mid
rings, antique bar
delivered. 753-4157, 489centers, book cases. hutches. Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
about.
Just listed is this two
"
] new listing through
pins, broaches, karat
2492, or 753-0798.
dows, built-in cabinets, city
Reasonable. 436-2566.
753-6763.
bedroom
mobile
gold watches. We have
electric
garage,
water,
heat,
Kopperud Realty.
King automatic wood heater,
1-615-367-2372
a good selection of pre• We con still frame your pic•
home, partly Furnish56.
Free Column
large
near
Murray.
garden.
brick lined, cast iron grates
UNITED ENERGY
owned Jewelry and will
8I tures artwork needle point in 111
ed for $6,500.00. Storm
,Beferences and deposit reIf
were
ever
Executive
you
Gorgeous
black tom cat. 142
Mr.
and
doors,
lift
off
cook
surface
time
pay
top
for
dollars
for
Christmas
•
CONSERVATION
these
doors and windows,
years old, sweet disposition.
to believe an advertisement,
hems.
top, model 88028, $259.99. quired. Couple. No pets. $175.
P.O. Box 100940
carpet and drapes.
CARTER
753-5593.
STUDIO • Free to good home with outside
believe this one! This handWallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
Rogers Jewelers
Nashville, TN 37210
Set-up in Murray.
304 IblaM
753 8298 • protection 759-1560
LIGHT UP
some trulevel is brick and wood
''Th. DIwnond Ston. of PM*'
Tickets for Indiana-M.S.U. Partially furnished 2 bedroom
110W. Washington Bt.
Wayne
will
tell
you
YOUR LIFE
with wrought iron fenced court
North
6th.
No
pets.
house,
Plortholdo of Spoor, Down.
game in Bloomington on
more. Office 753-1651,
yard. Now picture this home With this 5 bedrcio,m
Bible Facts, Free Store for the
town 1•04, TN. Phone 11011642
December 1st. For Information Deposit and lease required.
6661.
Home 753-5086.
setting amongst dozens of tall. home in Canteratiry
needy. 759-4600.
pm.
after
4
753-9208
Call
call 812-339-8659, Saturday,
beautiful trees with a gOrgeous Estates. Over 3000 sq.
Want to buy Used mobile Sunday. or Monday.
Four bedroom house. North 7th
225 L. P. Miller St.
lawn underneath. This spacious ft. of living area in this
Space Mate
home, any size 527 1362
Street, electric wall heaters.
Across From Community Center
home has everything game roomy family home.
Wood for sale, seasoned or kitchen
range, large garden
Laundry Pair
room with free standing Living room, large
Want to buy: Bicycle exerciser. green 436-2758.
Open Hours
area Deposit required. $175
fireplace, family room with eat-in kitchen, den
Please call 753-0806 after 4
Wing
shallow
well
pump
Call
tank
753-5561.
Mon.
&
Tues. 7:30-12:30 2
pm.
1 cedar paneling, brick fireplace.
with fireplace, 19'x17'
and guage and foot valve. 4741
South I Ph al Sycamore
I
built in bookcases (very warm game room, storage
Two bedroom house. 11
/
2 miles
Closed
Wednesday
Want to buy Standing timber. 8038
I
Telephone 753.1651
I
on 641 South, $200 and
I
i and inviting) U-shapedandkitchen
Will look at all tracts approxgalore, and large conP. O. 8or 381
Sat. 8:30-12:30
&
Thurs.,
Fri.
loads
deposit. 753-4699
J has quality cabinets
L
imately 20 acres and up. 753- 26. TV-Radio
crete backyard patio
of ceramic. 3 bedrooms. 3 full
5592.
Philco IV color tv with
for those summer
baths Call 753-1492 We can't
stand, $125. Good condition.
cookouts. Offered well
15. Articles For Sale
begin to tell it all! Oh yes,
Call 435-4543.
owner will consider partial below placement cost.
FOR SALE
Wanted: Person to take up payfinancing and owner wants of- Reduced to $74.900.
Local Children's
ment on 4 month old remote
fer now! CENTURY 2-1 Loretta Phone 753-1222, Kopcontrol color t.v. Warranted. I
perud Realty for Real
retail store. For furJobs, Realtors.
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
& 8 Music, 753-7575.
Service in Real
ther information
Estate.
look "Behind The Times" Give it the
write P.O. Box 230,
27. Mobile Home Sales
sine,Mtn,WK.
INVESTMENT
Do Iowan WK. We in sewing Do
Murray, Kentucky.
1973 Champion 12x60, one
wlionf 6ww owl salfw
PROPERTY
FARMS NOMIS
1977 Chevrolet Silverado bedroom, 2 window air
36x187 building on
conditioners, new carpe.
BUSINESSES
pickup, 37,000 miles, camper
80x200 lot. Could be
LAIR AND RECREATIONAL
special, 411 Read end,- 454 $4500. 753-7981
utilized as one rental
Model
PROPERTY
engine, p.s., a.c., cruise con- 12x65 Furnished, washer,
unit or divided into
listings
Offices
C-60
dryer,
trol,
AM-FM
radio
and topper.
air-conditioned, underseveral units. Buy this
Coast to Coast. layers
AY WNtaWestinghouse
Sharp! 1966 Karmann Ghia pinning, and storm straps
and get a good return
from
Everywhere.
V.W. sharp! 2 horse trailer, Good condition. 474-2342
In Stock Now
on your investment.
"Fre*" Cetelee.
In Stock At
congition
7
year
old
good
$64,000.
1917 'Windsor 14070.4 2
Priced
ST1tOUT REALTY
At...
gelding, retstered walking and bedroom, unfurnished. on
PIIRDOMS,
5.1 Mane anew
Located at corner of
racking Ath papers ;Call 753- setup on two lots. Take over
1111C4Iseeror
4th and Chestnut
INC.
•
6123.-"Quoin) That Will Please''
payments of $187 00 per monStreets. Phone Kop753-I1U
753-4472
Crocheted afghans, also quilts th. Call collect 615-645-2700.
So 9th
perud Realty, 753-1222.
753-5719
Wow.
7534872
evenings 615-645-5497
753-6379
For sale Frigidare clothes
dryer. Also would like to buy
10" table- saw and draftsman
e 153-0565 after 5 pm

Ur1,10,
1

06.
,
•

1
i

1

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows

I

December 28

44. LotsToi_

One lot Marshall
$2000 43/4/60

a Thurman
liesoraircir
Real Estate
Southall', Cowl Sq.
Atrorray, Kentucky
751.4151

A

H.LTON, Ky. r AP)
iestigation has been
into an explosion and
Dna Chemical Co.

43. Real Estate

(

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

MARBLE

The Deluxe
Ashley
Imperial

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

W

PURDOM'S,INC

AOPIPOPWItr*"..'
_

COPY AVAILABLE

.

Thornton Tile
&Marble

•

P
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Marshall County
Hospital Has New
Administrator

Fn
Willy "Bill" Glover
Dies Friday In
Murray Hospital

U Of L Presidential Screening
Committee Recommends Swain

BENTON, Ky. (AP) — The
new administrator at Marshall County Hospital in Benton says he plans to begin his
duties at the post on Dec. 29..
At a special meeting Tuesday
night the hospital board hired
Berton Whitaker, 34, to
replace John Sims, who was
administrator for the past 18
months.
Sims resigned, effective
Dec. 2, for health reasons. He
said he plans to return to his
farm in Georgia.
Whitaker is the acting
associate executive director of
the University of Kentucky
hospital in Lexington.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — was eliminated from conThe University of Louisville's sideration by the committee.
presidential screening com- That left Swain and Brewer.
Porter, also a member of
mittee has unanimously
recommended that Donald the search committee, said
Swain be named the univer- Thursday he was impressed
with both Swain and Brewer.
sity's new president.
"I think (Swain) would have
Swain, 49, is academic vice
president of the nine-campus been the choice whether or not
NORTH ELEMENTARY — Renee Miller's sixth grade math
University of California there had been any
class took a field trip to the Animal Shelter Friday. Ms.
withdrawals," another comsystem.
Darling took the class on a tour of the shelter. The class
Trustee chairman Woodford mittee member said.
also contributed a bag of dog food to the Animal Shelter.
In a telephone interview
Porter said the board of
Pictured from left are John Dillon, Paul Reed, Traci Cortrustees will meet at 4 p.m. Thursday night, Swain did not
nett, Mrs. Darling and Terry Downs.
Monday to consider the .comment on Brewer's
withdrawal. He said search
Photo by Renee Miller
recommendation.
The committee's action committee members told him
came Friday as it returned the final candidate would likefrom a 1''2 hour closed session. ly be invited back to Louisville
to meet with campus groups.
There was no public debate,
but committee co-chairman
"I certainly am Interested
David Jones said the time in in the University of Louisville
been
scheduled
to
be
signed closed session was spent and have enjoyed my trips
of energy research in the Kentucky Department of Energy, Aug. 29 but was called off at receiving reports from eight back there," he said. But he
says a draft environmental the last minute when Grace committee members who had would not comment on
impact statement on the sol- was charged with violating the gone to California early this whether he would take the job
vent refined coal plant at president's wage and price week to interview Swain and because it has not been offered
Newman in Daviess County guidelines.
his colleagues.
to him.
The dispute was later
was not released to the public
Swain, 49, has been
Swain was the only canresolved and Sanders said the didate remaining in the runn- academic vice president of adlast Friday as scheduled.
The statement is being company is now in the process ing out of four finalists after ministration at the University
prepared by the U.S. Depart- of hiring an architect and
Thomas Brewer,chancellor of of California since 1975.
He held several posts at the
ment of Energy and the Inter- engineering firm to do the East Carolina University
design.
national Coal Refining Co.,
withdrew his name Thursday university's Davis Campus,
including aacademic assitant
which will build the $1.5 billion
Sanders said
Texas from consideration.
After months of screening to the chancellor, assistant
demonstration plant with the
Eastern-Texas Gas are curaid of federal and state
rently conducting "furious nearly 200 candidates for the vice chancellor for academic
money.
negotiations" with the federal presidency, the committee and student affairs and vice
Sanders told the state En- government for a $44 million --narrowed the list to 13 finalists chancellor for academic affairs.
vironmental Quality Commis- preliminary design contract - several weeks ago.
Before becoming an adsion earlier this week that the
The list was cut to four after
on a plant at Geneva in
among the area's judicial and company is no* targeting
Henderson County but nothing committee members inter- ministrator, Swain was an
law-enforcement officials.
mid-December for release of
viewed the educators, but one assistant and associate prohas been signed so far.
Dickerson, whose letter was the impact statement.
later withdrew and another fessor of history at the Davis
He said preliminary design
made public Wednesday by
"I hope it is released then
work is underway on the
Ford's office, said that budget but I fear it may be early
fourth facility, a $1.4 billion
limitations on all federal agen- January," Sanders said.
plant. by Ashland Oil at Adcies are one of two factors
He said the result of the
dison in Breckinridge County.
causing a shift in bureau man- delay will-be a corresponding
The go ahead on the Addison
power. The agency has lost delay in the start of confacility will depend on the
about 200 agents in recent struction, now set for April of
years, according to the direc- next year. He said the delay
results of an Ashland test
tor.
will certainly push the con- facility at Catlettsburg
The second factor, he said, struction start back to May or employing
the
H-coal
technology to convert coal to
is that the agency must place June.
its employees "where not only
The plant, expected to be crude oil.
Sanders said the pilot plant
criminal activity is greatest completed in late 1984, will
was recently shut down for a
and better organized but convert 6,000 tons of west Kenwhere we can logistically tucky coal into the equivalent
maintenance overhaul after
make the greatest impact."
using some 2,000 tons of Ken0,000 barrels of oil per day.
That, said Dickerson, usualf the plant is determined to tucky coal since beginning
ly means "high population be economically successful, it operation last spring.
Sanders said he is confident
areas." The result has meant will be expanded to produce
transfers of agents out of Ken- 100,000 barrels of oil per day
Kentucky will eventually get four snythetic fuel plants, but
tucky, he said.
from 30,000 tons of coal.
The London office is being
Sanders said the more it is still not certain they will
be located at those four sites.
reduced from six agents to detailed design work on the
He said the Newman facility
• four, with one going to In- plant is on schedule.
dianapolis .and one to St.
The plant is one of four ma- is certain, but no final decision
Louis.
jor synthetic fuels plants ap- has been made on the other
The Ashland office is to lose proved for west Kentucky as ,plants.
an aircraft pilot to Louisville,, part of President Carter's
"Ali but one are in
preliminary design," Sanders
leaving Ashland with three energy program.
agents.
Sanders said a $12.6 million said. "Not only would they reThe Bowling Green oppera- contract between the federal quire design but putting a
(ion will shrink from four to Department of Energy and the financial package of great
three with the transfer of one W.R. Grace Co. for dimension together.
"If I had to say at this time I
agent to Toledo,Ohio.
preliminary design of a plant
Dickerson also said two at Baskett in Henderson Coun- would not say there is an overagents in Louisville are being ty was finally signed Nov. 3.
whelming possibility at these
sent to Indianapolis.
The contract had originally three sites," Sanders said. '

Willy "Bill" Glover, 79,
Route 1, Alino, died at 3:45
p.m. Friday in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Glover was a member of the
Owens Chapel Baptist Church.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Leon (Mary)
McKee', 310 S. 10th St., and
Mrs- R.J. (Shirley I
McDougal, Route 1, Almo;
two sons, Jack and John, both
of 'Route 1, Almo; one halfsister, Louise, Michigan;
three half-brothers, George,
Ypsilanti, Mich., Billy Joe and
Charles, both of Michigan;
seven grandchildren; and
eight great-grandchildren.
Glover is preceded in death
by his wife Opal, who died
Aug. 5, 1977; and two sons,
By HERBERT SPARROW
WE., who died in February
Associated Press Writer
1977, and James, who died
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP I —
during infancy.
Friends may call after 3 The start of construction on
p.m. today at the Max Chur- Kentucky's first commercial'
chill Funeral Home. Funeral • scale snythetic fuel plant has
services will be at 2 p.m. Sun- been delayed because of a
hangup with an environmental
Burial will be in the Murray impact statement.
Ron Sanders, commissioner
Memorial Gardens.

Campusfrom 1963-70.
A native of Des Moines,
Iowa, he received his
unergraduate degree from the
University of Dubuque in 1953
and his master's and doctorate in history from the
University of California at
Berkeley.
Brewer, 48, a member of the
history faculty at the Univer-

otiSALE NOW!
14KGold
hains&
Bracelets

Fuel Plant Construction Start
Delayed Because Of Statement

U.S. Bureau Of Alcohol,
Tobacco And Firearms
Will Not Close Offices
. WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms has
"no existing proposal" to
close or consolidate its offices
in three Kentucky cities, aecording to G.R. Dickerson, the
agency's director.
The three-offices are in Lon(Ion, Bowling Green and
Ashland.
In a letter to Sen. Wendell
Ford, D-Ky., Dickerson also
'said that such action is still
possible if studies show that
"it would be in the best interestAlme government." •
Dickerson's letter came in
response to a recent letter
from Ford expressing concern
about the bureau's.„plans in
Kentucky.
Reduction in personnel at
the bureau's London- office
have sparked rumors that the
office was being closed or
'
'
Iscared down.
. The- London office, in the
heart of the'-eaSt'Kenhicky
coalfields, is among the na•
tton's busiest in investigating
stolen explosives, and the
rumors have caused concern

.'.- •

_ .

Riceville Community
To Be Officially
Part Of Fulton

- '•
.. •

:

,. •
•

• +'.•

FULTON, Ky. ( AP) — The
45-acre community of
Riceville will officially be a
part of the city of Fulton in
rind-December when Fulton
commissioners read a formal
resolution the second time.
Riceville is a community
with about 20 families on
F'ulton's north side.
Because 75 percent of the
registered voters in the
western Kentucky community
did not oppose the annexation
when they went to the polls
Nov. 4, the process is now just
a matter of another formal
reading.
Annexation was simplified
by the 1980 legislature with a
new law effective July 15.
Riceville has already been
approved for a community
development block grant of
$1.8 million, which will provide a water-sewer system,
unfirovement on streets and
rehabilitation of homes.

sity of Kentucky in 1966-67,
told Thomas Crawford, a
Louisville associate vice
president who is working with
the search committee, that he
was withdrawing. Brewer said in a statement
that he had "much work
ahead" at East Carolina, the
third-largest school in the 16campus University of North
Carolina system.
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Personnel Spray Disinfectant
On Rotting Corpses In Italy

missing.
Tens of thousands of survivors took shelter from torrential rain, gusting winds and
snow Friday as they were still
waiting for tents or temporary
housing five days after the
quake.
The prefect of Florence said
his province was sending 700
camping trailers to the
stricken area to shelter survivors.
The newspaper II Tempo
quoted the chief of rescue
operations,
Giuseppe
Zamberletti, as saying that he
has a plan to commandeer
hotels and other buildings to
house the 300,000 homeless.
'I'm only waiting for
mayors to let me know how
many peopleMtend to move"
to the temporary housing, he
said.
Zamberletti also said the
death toll from the tragedy
was at most 5,000.
An Italian army general,
Antonio Tamborrino was
previously quoted as saying he
believed the final death toll
1973 Chevrolet Impels Coupe — per
a star*, power braes, a
(1
1 might rise as high as 10,000.
conditioning Valfi. 57774. $549. $599.
The general, heading rescue
work for the hard-hit province
of Avellino east of Naples,said
he based his estimate on what
he had seen and the requests
for help coming in.
But Zarnberletti told II Tempo, "The figure of 10,000
deaths, which was reported, is
absurd. You only have to see
That Great GM Feeling
that the ascertained deaths
are not even 3,000 and the
number of missing is 1,500. In
Go mum Gm
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to account the injured, we do
not even arrive at half that
413C
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many."
By SAMUEL KOO
Associated Press Writer
NAPLES, Italy (AP) —
Medical personnel sprayed
disinfectant on rotting corpses
to help prevent disease.
Helicopters dropped packets
of formaldehyde on rubble to
slow the decomposition of
bodies. Thousands were being
vaccinated against typhoid
and cholera.
"In many cases searchers
are following the trail of rats,"
said Carmine Colucci, an architect hired by the government to give advice M removing the wreckage left by the
earthquake that shook
southern Italy Sunday, leaving some 3,000 dead and 1,500
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Rescue coordinators in one
hard-hit mountain village,
however, said they believed
that the military command
has underestimated the
number of bodies buried in the
town's rubble.
The
supervisor
of
firefighters and chief of
customs police working in
SanGAngelo del Lombardi
said 250 bodies have been pulled from the ruins and they
believe 1,500 more are still
buried in the town east of
Naples.
The military command said
that 300 bodies have been
recovered in Sant'Angelo dei
Lombardi, and an estimated
430 are still buried. The command said 90 people are missing.
A pregnant woman, • three
children and 12 other survivors were pulled from the
rubble Friday.
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Christian County
Appoints New Attorney
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— A new county attorney has
been appointed in Christian
County, and he says he will
seek election to a full term in
the position next year.
The fiscal court during its
session Tuesday appointed attorney W. E. Rogers III to
serve the remaining term of
Tom Sawyers, who took the
bench this week as circuit
court judge.
Rogers is the son of W. E.
Rogers Jr., former county attorney for several years. The
younger Rogers said he plans
to run for re-election during
the primary next year.
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